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Abstract 
Dynamic Neural Network-based Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) Fault Detection and Isolation for 
the Attitude Control Subsystem of Formation Flying Satellites 
Arturo Valdes 
The main objective of this thesis is to develop a dynamic neural network-based fault detection 
and isolation (FDI) scheme for the Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPTs) that are used in the Attitude 
Control Subsystem (ACS) of satellites that are tasked to perform a formation flying mission. In 
order to accomplish these objectives three fault detection and isolation (FDI) approaches based on 
dynamic neural networks (DNN) are developed: (i) a "Low Level" FDI scheme, (ii) a "High 
Level" FDI scheme, and (iii) an "Integrated" FDI scheme. Based on data that is collected from 
the electrical circuit of the PPTs, our proposed "Low Level" FDI scheme can detect and isolate 
faults in the PPT actuators. Using a Confusion Matrix evaluation system we demonstrate that can 
achieve a high level of accuracy but the precision level is below expectations and the 
misclassification rate is expressed as False Healthy and False Faulty parameters is significant. 
Our proposed "High Level" FDI scheme utilizes data collected from the relative attitudes of the 
formation flying satellites. According to the simulation results, our proposed FDI scheme can 
detect the pair of thrusters which is faulty. It represents a promising detection capability, however 
its isolation capabilities are not adequate. Finally, our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme takes 
advantage of the strengths of each of the previous schemes and at same time reduces their 
individual weaknesses. To demonstrate its capabilities, various fault scenarios were simulated. 
The results demonstrate a high level of accuracy (99.79%) and precision (99.94%) with a 
misclassification rate that is quite negligible. Furthermore, our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme 
provides additional and interesting information related to the effects of faults in the thrust 
production levels that would not be available from simply the low and high levels separately. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
Traditionally, space missions have been extremely expensive and that cost is directly related to 
the size and weights of the space vehicle (i.e. spacecraft) that is sent to the space. The new 
generation of space missions are evolved to groups of coordinated small-size spacecraft that can 
perform the same mission that a large spacecraft can achieve but with much reduced mission cost 
([1]-[13]). One type of coordinated small-size spacecraft missions is called formation flying 
mission. There are a number of examples of formation flying missions for deep space 
environment (such as ST-3, TPF, LISA, DARWIN [14]-[16]) and formation flying missions for 
near-Earth environment (EO-1, ION-F, PRISMA, CLS3, SMART-2 [16]-[23]). Some of the most 
important issues related with the formation of spacecraft are: (i) collisions avoidance between the 
members of the formation during orbital or attitude maneuvers, and (ii) precise formation keeping 
during the execution of the mission. These two issues can be ideally fulfilled with an appropriate 
control law and precise sensors and actuators. However, malfunctions of any of these components 
can affect the performance of the formation. Early detection of malfunctions or faults is 
mandatory for this type of missions. 
Fault detection is the process of declaring the presence of a fault based on the presence of an 
abnormality in the system. This is the first step for understanding the occurrence of malfunctions 
or failures. Once the fault is detected, fault isolation must be performed. Fault isolation goes one 
step further and implies the identification of the faulty component. A system with detection and 
isolation capabilities is known as Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) system. FDI systems have 
been developed for various types of controlled systems. During the spacecraft missions, engineers 
1 
do not have physical access to the system and its components therefore, only limited FDI systems 
have been employed for this application. FDI systems for the attitude and orbital control 
subsystems of spacecraft have been developed in the last two decades. Literature on FDI systems 
for spacecraft provides some examples of FDI systems for faulty components such as sensors, 
actuators, and controllers ([24]-[32]). 
The types of actuators and sensors utilized for a spacecraft depend on the objective of the 
mission. For attitude maneuvers, the most commonly used actuator is the reaction wheel. It is a 
precise and reliable actuator but its size and weight can be a limitation. Thrusters are the other 
alternative to reaction wheels. They use propellant for generating forces in the direction of which 
the propellant is discharged. Based on the type of propellant and configuration, they are divided 
into different categories such as Ion Thrusters ([33]-[37]), Hall Thrusters ([38]-[46]), Colloid 
Thrusters ([47]-[49]), Magneto Plasma Dynamic (MPD) Thrusters ([50]-[53]), Pulsed Plasma 
Thrusters ([54]-[63]), among others ([64]-[66]). Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) actuator can reach 
the same accuracy level than that of reaction wheels but at lower cost, mass and complexity. 
Furthermore, a PPT system can be used for different purposes such as stationkeeping, attitude 
control and orbit insertion and drag make-up. Unfortunately, the amount of force generated by a 
PPT cannot be measured and therefore, faults that produce undesirable variations in the amount 
of force generated by the thruster are not observable. 
Currently, the development of a FDI system for detecting and isolating faults in PPT 
thrusters of formation flying spacecraft is a challenging problem and a necessity. The desirable 
autonomous FDI system must be capable of detecting faults and isolating the faulty thrusters 
among all the members of the formation flying spacecraft system. 
2 
1.2 Objectives of the Research 
The main objective of this thesis is to provide a solution to the fault detection and isolation 
problem of formation flying spacecraft mission with faults affecting the actuators of the attitude 
control subsystem. In order to fulfill this objective, the actuators and the formation flying 
dynamics are presented and explained. The characteristics and the capabilities of different FDI 
techniques are analyzed and compared prior to selecting the Dynamic Neural Networks (DNNs) 
as the more appropriate FDI technique for this specific application. Finally, we develop a 
compact and reliable FDI scheme capable of detecting and isolating faults. The expected FDI 
scheme must fulfill minimum requirements of accuracy and precision avoiding misclassification 
and false alarms. 
1.3 Contributions of this Thesis 
The contributions of the work developed in this thesis are detailed as follows: 
• A novel Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) scheme for Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPTs) of the 
Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) of formation flying satellites has been proposed and tested 
by using simulated formation flying missions. By means of four Dynamic Neural Networks 
(DNN) the proposed FDI scheme is capable of detecting and isolating faults of the actuators 
(i.e. PPTs) which affect the precision of the formation flying attitudes. 
• The results obtained show high levels of accuracy (99.79%) and precision (99.94%) and the 
misclassification rate of the False Healthy (0.03%) and the False Faulty (0.61%) parameters 
are quite negligible. Therefore, the applicability of the DNN technique for solving fault 
diagnosis problems in highly complex nonlinear systems such as formation flying systems has 
been demonstrated. 
• Although there are a number of results in the literature on fault diagnostic of the standard 
attitude control actuators (e.g. reaction wheels), the development of fault diagnostic systems 
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for Pulsed Plasma Thrusters is not covered in the literature. Since the force generated by this 
actuators cannot be measured and due to the lack of precise mathematical models, die 
development of fault diagnostic system for PPTs is not a trivial work. In this thesis, we 
demonstrate that our proposed FDI scheme is a not computationally intensive and is a reliable 
tool for detecting and isolating faulty PPTs. 
• Formation Flying missions are starting to gain popularity due to the advantages that are 
offered by these systems. A significant reduction in the amount of hours spent by the ground 
station personnel can be reached by implementing our proposed DNN-based FDI schemes. 
Therefore the cost of the mission can be significantly reduced. 
1.4 Outline of the Thesis 
In Chapter 2, FDI methods available in die literature for dynamical systems are reviewed and 
classification of different FDI techniques is presented. Development of FDI systems for 
spacecraft especially for formation flying spacecraft attitude control subsystem (ACS) is 
addressed. Two general FDI approaches are presented as examples of the actual level of 
development of FDI schemes for ACS of single spacecraft. Finally, the necessity of FDI for 
actuators of the ACS of spacecraft in formation flying missions is discussed. 
In Chapter 3, the concepts of coordinate systems and attitude representation techniques are 
defined and explained. The equations of motion mat describe the rotational dynamics of the 
spacecraft are presented. The concept of formation flying spacecraft is introduced. Formation 
flying control architectures and formation flying control laws are also provided and design of the 
formation flying control laws are provided. Finally, the pulsed plasma thrusters (PPT) are 
introduced as actuators of our formation flying spacecraft and the dynamical model describing the 
PPT's electromechanical system and PPT configurations are also provided. The dynamics of 
formation flying and the PPT's electromechanical systems are presented in this chapter. They are 
used to simulate the satellite's attitude maneuvers under normal and abnormal PPT's conditions 
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to provide the required data for developing and testing our proposed FDI schemes. 
In Chapter 4, a dynamic neural network-based fault detection and isolation scheme for the 
PPT system of a spacecraft is developed. This scheme avoids the need for directly measuring the 
generated thrust that in real operational situation is not available. By using a dynamic model of 
the PPT, we simulated the operation of this actuator under healthy and faulty conditions. The data 
set collected from these simulations are used for evaluating the FDI scheme. 
In Chapter 5, an alternative dynamic neural network-based fault detection and isolation 
scheme is developed. This FDI scheme requires data from the attitude control subsystem of the 
formation flying system and not from the actuators. The simulation results are discussed and 
compared with the results of the previously proposed FDI schemes. 
In Chapter 6, the strengths and weaknesses of both FDI schemes are discussed and an 
integrated FDI scheme capable of taking advantages of the strengths of each scheme and at same 
time reducing their individual weaknesses is proposed. Various fault scenarios are simulated and 
the performance of our proposed FDI scheme is evaluated and compared to the FDI scheme that 
is proposed in Chapter 4. Finally, the promising advantages of our proposed integrated FDI 
scheme are presented and the precision and accuracy of the FDI scheme are evaluated. 
In Chapter 7, the main conclusion and the most important contributions of this thesis are 
presented and explained. Finally, possible future research work based on the contributions made 
in this thesis is provided. 
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Chapter 2 
Fault Detection and Isolation 
2.1 Fault Detection and Isolation Problem 
In order to fully understand the concept of fault detection and isolation, we first introduce the 
most important and general definitions and nomenclatures in this field. According to [67], fault 
can be defined as a departure from an acceptable range of an observable variable or a calculated 
parameter associated with a process. This definition implies that a fault can be understood as a 
process abnormality or symptom. Therefore, failure can be understood as a total process 
malfunction. In this context, a general controlled process system may be composed of the plant, 
sensors, controllers and actuators. As shown in Figure 2.1, faults and failures can occur in any of 
these components. Fault detection is the action of declaring the presence of a fault based on the 
presence of an abnormality whereas, fault isolation goes one step further and implies the 
identification of the faulty component. According to [68] fault detection is the process which 
indicates that a malfunction is affecting the system and fault isolation is the process that by means 
of analyzing the fault detection alarms proposes hypotheses of the faults. A system capable of 
detecting and isolating a fault in a general system is known as the Fault Detection and Isolation 
(FDI) system. Malfunctioning sensors and actuators, structural changes in the dynamic plant and 
complications in the controller are the most common sources of failures. As examples of FDI 
systems, [135] and [136] present different approaches for detecting and isolating faulty sensors 












Figure 2.1. Possible Causes of Failures in a Controlled System. 
Sensor 
Failures 
To avoid the occurrence of these failures, an FDI system must detect and isolate the faults to 
allow recovery actions such as controller reconfiguration or utilization of redundant sensors and 
actuators. According to [67], the ideal FDI system should posses the following set of desirable 
characteristics: 
• Quick Detection: The FDI system must be quick in detecting the process fault. Systems with 
quick detection capabilities are highly sensitive to noise and may lead to false alarms. 
• Isolability: This is the ability of the FDI system to distinguish the location of the fault. 
Usually, high degree of isolability implies poorness in rejecting modeling uncertainties. 
• Robustness: It is desirable that the FDI system be robust to various noise, uncertainties, and 
unmodeled dynamics. 
• Novelty identifiability: The FDI system must classify the fault as a known fault or an 
unknown fault if the cause of the fault is different from the existing classes. 
• Classification error estimate: The FDI system should provide a priori estimate on the 
classification of the error that can occur. 
• Adaptability: Processes in general change and evolve producing variations in the operating 
conditions. The FDI system should be adaptable to these changes. 
• Explanation facility: This characteristic implies that the FDI system should provide 
explanations on how the fault originated and propagated to the actual operating conditions. 
• Modeling requirements: For the development of the FDI system, the modeling effort should 
be as minimal as possible. 
• Storage and computational requirements: The FDI system should use algorithms that are 
computationally less expensive but having high capability of storing relevant information. 
• Multiple fault identifiability: This is the ability to identify multiple faults. The FDI system 
should be capable of detecting single as well as multiple faults. 
Designing a FDI system which satisfies all the above desirable characteristics is a complex 
task. There is a trade-off between quick detection time and robustness. Adaptability, multiple 
fault identifiability and classification error estimation generally require complex and expensive 
computational effort. Meanwhile, characteristics such as modeling requirements and storage 
computational requirements are related to reducing the computational efforts. There is a wide 
spectrum of FDI systems which offer different capabilities and weaknesses. For this reason, the 
design and implementation of the best fault diagnostic system is strongly related to the nature of 
the process. 
2.2 Classification of Fault Diagnostic Systems 
Early detection and isolation of a fault allows the application of recovery actions leading to 
maintaining the process operation. This is a critical issue for systems such as chemical process, 
nuclear plants, power distribution and unmanned systems. For the last two decades, researchers 
from the academic and industrial fields have been investigating and developing diverse FDI 
approaches for diverse systems such as networking systems [68], building systems [69] and [70] 
and mechanical systems [71]. Different FDI techniques ranging from analytical methods to 
artificial intelligence approaches can be classified into model-based and history-based methods 
depending on the specific method used to generate the information to be used for the health 
monitoring system. In this sense, based on how this information is presented, FDI systems are 
classified as quantitative or qualitative. According to [67], [72] and [73], FDI methods can be 
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Figure 2.2. Classification of Fault Diagnostic Systems (EKF: Extended Kalman Filter, QTA: Qualitative Trend 
Analysis, PC A: Principal Component Analysis). 
Both model-based and history-based methods need as basic a priori knowledge, the set of 
failures and the relationship between the faults and the failures. This kind of a priori knowledge 
may be developed by using model-based or history-based approaches. Model-based approaches 
are based on an a priori knowledge developed from an understanding of the process, meanwhile, 
history-based approaches are designed based on an a priori knowledge extracted from past 
experiences from the process. As explained in [67] and [74], this a priori knowledge is used to 
predict the behavior of a system under normal conditions and then, compare it with the actual 
behavior. 
Model-based and history-based methods can be classified as qualitative or quantitative 
methods. If the a priori knowledge is expressed as a mathematical functional relationship 
between inputs and outputs, the method is classified as quantitative. On the other hand, if the 
relationship between faults and failures is expressed in term of qualitative functions using 
different units of the process, the method is considered as a qualitative method. References [67], 
[72] and [73] provide a complete explanation of the fault diagnostic problem including a 




































2.3 Previous Work on Fault Diagnosis of Unmanned Space Vehicles for 
the Attitude Control Subsystem 
Unmanned space vehicles are complex autonomous systems designed to perform specific 
missions in unforeseen environments. Traditionally, near-earth unmanned spacecraft sends 
periodic batch of systems data to ground stations. At ground stations, flight operations team 
(FOT) analyzes the data to determine the health status of the on-board systems. When a fault is 
detected, several new analyses must be performed to isolate the fault. To recover the spacecraft, 
FOT must define recovery measures which are applied in the faulty spacecraft subsystem. This 
entire health monitoring and recovery process is a time-consuming task which is also very 
expensive, especially in the case of long-duration space missions. Generally, a continuous time 
communication between spacecraft and ground station is not feasible and therefore, if the 
manifestation of a fault occurs during one of those periods, FOT must wait until the 
communication is recovered to detect the fault. For deep-space missions, the situation is even 
worse. The influence of ground-station in on-board systems is almost nonexistent. Due to these 
limitations, the development of autonomous fault diagnostic approaches for on-board subsystems 
has been identified as a critical need for current and future space missions. In this sense, there is a 
special interest in developing autonomous fault diagnostic approaches for actuators of the attitude 
control subsystem (ACS). 
References [24]-[32] proposed FDI schemes for faulty components (i.e., sensors, actuators 
and controllers). In [75] a hierarchical fault detection, isolation and recovery approach is 
developed for avionics and spacecraft applications. Fault-three synthesis and neural networks are 
utilized in [76] to develop a fault diagnosis approach for the RADARSAT-1 ACS. Reference [77] 
provides a fault detection, isolation and recovery approach for the ACS of the ESA GOCE 
satellite. References [78]-[82] deal with the integration, reutilization, and standardization of FDI 
systems used in previous missions planned by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and European 
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Space Agency (ESA). 
In order to introduce the current state of the development of FDI solutions for unmanned 
spacecraft, in the remaining part of this section we present two recently developed fault 
diagnostic systems for actuators of the attitude control subsystem. The first one corresponds to a 
model-based fault diagnostic method and the second one is a history-based fault diagnostic 
method. 
2.3.1 Model-based Fault Diagnostic Approach 
Fault detection and isolation problem in actuators of the attitude control subsystem of an 
unmanned space vehicle has been investigated by the approach that is proposed in [28]. As shown 
in Figure 2.3, a qualitative model-based method called Fault-Tree technique is used as the engine 






































Figure 23. Fault-Tree Model-based Method. 
Based on an existing fault detection mechanism, which could be a model-based or a history-
based method, the integration of the proposed fault-tree approach allows the overall system to 
translate the fault symptom into a visual diagram which provides a mechanism for analyzing very 
complex systems. The basic structure of a fault-tree for failure analysis is shown in Figure 2.4. 
The basic events (BE) are fault manifestations which are the input to the fault-tree. The following 
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level(s) of events, called intermediate events (IE) show the propagation of the faults into the 
system. At the top of the fault-tree, the top event (TE) is the failure which is to be analyzed. The 
events at different levels are connected by logic gates. 
The construction of the fault-tree proposed in [28] is a modification of the automatic process 
called Induction of Fault-Trees (IFT). To perform this automatic construction, a database example 
which includes system behaviors under faulty and healthy conditions is presented. Then, by 
utilizing machine learning techniques, the IFT algorithm constructs the fault-tree for failure 
analysis purposes. From the database example, preliminary information is extracted and labeled 
as attributes with specific numerical value. Finally, the correct combination of this attributes 
allows the system to identify different classes of failures. 
BE) (BE J (BE) (BE J (BE J ( BE ] 
Figure 2.4. Basic Fault-Tree Structure. 
A simulated ACS-model was used to generate the database for the automatic construction of 
the above fault-tree system. The attributes selected are: reaction wheel motor current, reaction 
wheel motor torque, reaction wheel speed, bus voltage input to the reaction wheel and torque 
command input voltage to the reaction wheel. These five variables are taken from one of the 
reaction wheels of the ACS. Using as maximum tolerable error, an error of 0.03° in the pitch 
angle, four failure scenarios were simulated. The generated output indicates if the actuator is 
acting under faulty or non-faulty conditions (occurrence of a TE) and gives complementary 
information about the attributes (value of each BE). The results establish that the proposed 
diagnostic approach may be applied as health monitoring and diagnosis tool for unmanned 
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spacecraft. 
2.3.2 History-based Fault Diagnostic Approach 
In [29], an actuator fault detection and isolation system for the ACS of a satellite is proposed. 
This FDI system uses the pattern recognition and modeling capabilities of neural networks to 
perform the tasks of detection and isolation. As shown in Figure 2.5, neural networks are 
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Figure 2.5. Neural Network History-based Method. 
The proposed FDI system in [27] includes two different structures: a dynamic neural 
network for detection and a static neural network for isolation. The composition of a multilayer 
feedforward neural network, as shown in Figure 2.6, includes layers of neurons which are 
connected to the neurons of other layers. This general structure is common for both dynamic and 
static networks. The difference between these two networks is shown in Figure 2.7. Furthermore, 
the dynamic neuron includes an Infinite Impulse Response filter (IIR), whereas the static neuron 
does not include that filter. 
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Figure 2.6. Multilayer Feedforward Neural Network. 
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Figure 2.7. (a) Dynamic Neuron Model, (b) Static Neuron Model. 
The above structural difference produces differences in the capabilities and complexity 
between the two networks. In the case of a dynamic neuron model, the internal filter injects 
internal dynamics to the overall activity of the neuron making the construction of a dynamic 
network capable of modeling the dynamic behavior of the process possible. The output of the 
dynamic neural network is used as dynamic model of the process and, by comparing the actual 
process output with the estimated output produced by the dynamic neural network, residual 
signals are generated. Finally, if the residuals exceed pre-defined threshold values, then the FDI 
system considers that the actuator is operating under faulty conditions. On the other hand, a static 
neural network cannot model the dynamics process but can be used for static classification. 
Therefore, static neural networks are responsible for isolating of the faults. The residuals 
generated with the dynamic neural network are used as inputs to the static neural network which, 
according to the value of the residual, associate the faulty data with a corresponding fault class 
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Figure 2.8. General Structure of an FDI System. 
Using a simulated ACS-model, healthy and faulty data set from a reaction wheel actuator 
was generated. Part of the healthy data set was used to train the networks and the rest of the 
healthy data set was used to validate the FDI system. The faulty data set includes data 
corresponding to different fault scenarios and was used to evaluate the performance of the FDI 
system. The results showed that faults due to malfunctions in the reaction wheel actuator may be 
detected and isolated using this history-based fault diagnostic method. 
Reference [28] proposed a reliable failure classification system based on the fault-tree method 
and [29] proposed a fault detection and isolation system based on neural networks. Both methods 
were tested with data extracted from a reaction wheel actuator of a simulated attitude control 
subsystem of a satellite. In the case of the fault-tree approach, the failure classification is 
achieved for attitude errors in the pitch angle of 0.03° or greater but the system was not designed 
to detect faults. This goal must be achieved by another system. On the other hand, the neural 
network approach is capable of detecting and isolating faults in the mechanical and electrical 
system of a reaction wheel actuator. The neural network based FDI system was validated for 
different faulty scenarios where the magnitude of the faults were significantly bigger than the 
magnitude used in the fault-tree approach (deviations equal or above 44.3 % from the healthy 
value of the signal). Another comparative aspect is that fault-tree approach uses 5 attributes (or 
variable) of the ACS with sampling time of the order of magnitude of seconds, whereas neural 
networks approach uses only 2 attributes and with a sampling time of milliseconds. 
Although both methods show interesting capabilities, there are still issues that have not been 
covered and addressed. Development of an FDI system for other complex actuators such as 
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micro-thrusters is still a pending task. This kind of actuators is replacing traditional reaction 
wheels in almost all the latest and the important missions such as formation-flying missions. 
Deep space formation-flying missions (ST-3, TPF, LISA, DARWIN [14]-[16]) and near-earth 
formation-flying missions (EO-1, ION-F, PRISMA, CLS3, SMART-2 [16]-[23]) include precise 
micro-thrusters as actuators for the attitude control subsystem of the spacecraft in the formation. 
2.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, concepts such as Fault, Failure, Detection and Isolation have been provided. The 
necessity of fault detection and isolation (FDI) systems for critical controlled processes has been 
clearly established. Based on the nature of the process, the FDI systems must fulfill certain 
specific objectives. A set of desirable characteristics for an ideal FDI system is provided and 
explained. 
From the point of view of process engineering, FDI approaches can be divided into two 
classes: model-based and history-based approaches and, each of these classes is subdivided into 
quantitative and qualitative techniques. A list of FDI systems for different processes such as 
networking, building and mechanical systems are presented. 
Development of FDI systems for airspace systems (i.e., aircraft and spacecraft) with special 
interest in unmanned spacecraft attitude control subsystem (ACS) is addressed. Previous efforts 
in developing FDI systems for actuators, sensors and fault tolerant and reconfigurable controllers 
are provided. To demonstrate the actual stage of development of FDI systems for ACS of 
spacecraft, two previously proposed FDI approaches (a model-based and a history-based 
approaches) are presented and explained. 
Finally, motivated by the introduction of precise formation flying missions with micro-
thrusters as actuators, the necessity of FDI systems is established. These types of missions are 
expensive unmanned space missions where early fault detection is a key issue that has not been 
completely investigated. The intention of this chapter is to demonstrate that FDI systems for 
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actuators in the ACS of spacecraft, especially in formation-flying missions, are extremely 
important and research efforts in this field are needed. 
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Chapter 3 
Formation Flying and Attitude Control Subsystem of Satellites 
3.1 Fundamentals 
A group of coordinated small-size spacecraft can perform the same mission as a large spacecraft 
but with reduced mission cost ([1]-[13]). The small spacecraft can be grouped as a formation or 
as a constellation. According to [83], a formation is defined as "two or more spacecraft that use 
an active control scheme to maintain the relative positions of the spacecraft". On the other hand, a 
constellation is defined as "two or more spacecraft with no active control by either to maintain a 
relative position". 
In this chapter, we present different formation-flying control schemes and define the 
formation-flying attitude control subsystem used to evaluate our fault diagnosis system. The 
concept of coordinate systems is explained to facilitate the understanding of the attitude 
representation of a single and multiple spacecraft. Control laws for the spacecraft in the formation 
and a brief description of sensors and actuators involved in the ACS is presented. Finally, we 
present a one dimensional model of a Parallel-Plates Pulsed-Plasma Thruster (PPT) which is the 
actuator used by the spacecraft to perform attitude correction maneuvers. Configuration details 
and number of actuators per spacecraft is explained at the end of the chapter. 
3.2 Spacecraft Attitude Representation 
Calculation of position and velocity of a spacecraft depends on its reference coordinate system. In 
this section we present four Coordinate Systems (CS) and three Attitude Representation 
Techniques (ART) most commonly used in the aerospace attitude control field. 
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3.2.1 Coordinate Systems 
The representation of any rigid body in space depends on the selection of the reference location. 
A spacecraft orbiting the Earth can generally be represented in one of the following four 
coordinate systems: 
Earth Centred Inertial (ECI): This CS has its origin in the center of the Earth. The x-axis points 
to the vernal equinox in the equatorial plane, the z-axis points in direction to the North Pole of the 
Earth, parallel to the rotation axis of the Earth, and the y-axis is perpendicular to the x-axis and 




Figure 3.1. Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) Frame. 
Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECF): Similar to ECI, ECF coordinate system has its origin in the 
center of the Earth, but rotates with it. The x-axis points to the Greenwich meridian in the 
equatorial plane, the z-axis points to the North Pole and the y-axis completes the reference system 
with the right-handed rule. This CS is shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2. Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECF) Frame. 
Satellite Body Fixed: In this reference frame, the origin is in the center of mass (CoM) of the 
satellite (body) and the axes (x-axis, _y-axis and z-axis) correspond to the principal axes of the 
satellite. This coordinate system is mainly used for attitude calculations and to describe relative 
positions and directions of the satellite. Figure 3.3 shows the system axes. 
Figure 3.3. Satellite Body Fixed Frame. 
Orbit References: This CS describes the desired satellite attitude in its orbit. Generally, this 
system is used for attitude control purposes and is a Nadir pointing system. The axes frame is 




Figure 3.4. Orbit Reference Frame (Nadir pointing frame). 
3.2.2 Attitude Representation 
In Section 3.2.1 we defined the different coordinate systems. In this section we present the three 
choices for the attitude representation. The spacecraft attitude representation with respect to a 
reference frame may be calculated using any of the following representation techniques: 
Euler Angles: This representation uses the deviation angles with respect to a reference frame. 
Usually, the angles are given as roll angle <p, pitch angle 0 and yaw angle i// about the Satellite 
Body Fixed CS. The change of the spacecraft's attitude from an initial attitude to a final attitude 
is represented as a sequence of three rotations. The most common sequence of rotations is defined 
by a first rotation about z-axis (yaw angle), a second rotation about y-axis (pitch angle) and a final 
rotation about x-axis (roll angle). Equation (3.1) represents the transformation of a vector in an 
initial reference frame (x, y, zf to a new vector (xb, yb, zf in the Satellite Body Fixed CS. 
1 0 0 Vcosd 0 -sin8Y fxb\ n 
yz
b; 
0 cosq> siny 
0 — siny cosy 
0 1 0 
sin 8 0 cosQ 
cos \|/ sin \|/ 
-siny cosy 0 
0 0 1 
oV^ 
y (3.1) 
Due to the use of trigonometric functions, the Euler Angles technique presents a non 
desirable singularity for 9 = 90 degree. 
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Direction Cosine Matrix (PCM); Another transformation of reference system can be achieved 
by using the Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM). For the same sequence of rotations of the Euler 
Angles, the transformation is expressed as follows: 
^ 
v z % 
DCM 
^ 
\ z ; 
DCM:= 
DCM(1,1) DCM(l,2) DCM(1,3)^  
DCM (2,1) DCM (2,2) DCM (2,3) 
DCM (3,1) DCM (3,2) DCM (3,3) 
(3.2) 
where the DCM matrix is composed by the following elements: 
DCM = 
cos 8 cosy cosQsiny -sinQ 
sinysinQ cosy-cosQsiny sin<psinQsiny + cos 0 cosy sirup cos 0 
cosysinQcosy + sinysiny cos (p sin 0 sin y- sirup cosy cos y cos0 
(3.3) 
The columns of the DCM shown in Equations (3.2) and (3.3) represent the unit vectors of 
the reference frames expressed in the target CS meanwhile the rows of the DCM give the target 
basis vector expressed in the reference frame. Euler angles can be calculated based on the DCM 
by using the mathematical relationship shown in Equation (3.4), namely 
9 = arctan 
ADCM(2,3)^ 
DCM(3,3)y 
0 = arctara(-DCM(l,3)) (3.4) 
y = arctan 
^DCM(1,2)^ 
DCM(1,1) 
As far as DCM is concerned, sequential transformation requires more computation and is 
therefore computationally more expensive than Euler angles technique. 
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Quaternion: This attitude representation requires four elements (a scalar q0 plus a vector [qt, q2, 
qi\ ). The vector represents an axis rotation and the scalar defines the magnitude of the rotation. 
The quaternion elements represented by the Equation (3.5) hold the constraint of being a unity 

















where \x represent the rotation angle and mj, m2 and m.3 represent the rotation axis. The 
transformation from one initial CS (Satellite Body Fixed) to a target CS (Orbit Reference) can be 
done by using Equation (3.7) which represents the calculation of two consecutive rotations. This 
expression shows a reduction from 27 multiplications in the case of DCM to 16 multiplications 
using quaternion elements implying that the computational effort is reduced. 
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where subscript b and superscript o imply Body Fixed and Orbit CS respectively. The calculation 
of the DCM from quaternion elements can be done with the Equation (3.8) in which 1 denotes the 
identity matrix and q is the skew-symmetric matrix shown in Equation (3.9), 







Quaternion technique uses algebraic relations whereas Euler angles use trigonometric 
functions. This characteristic of quaternion technique allows one to avoid the singularities that 
may occur in the Euler angles technique. 
3.3 Equations of Motion 
The equations of motion that describe the rotational dynamics of a spacecraft are generated by a 
set of nonlinear equations. These equations may be classified as dynamic and kinematic 
equations. Here we present both sets of equations and also provide a state space model for the 
complete representation of the spacecraft attitude system. For more information about 
spacecraft's equations of motion, refer to [84] which provides a detailed discussion on this topic. 
Nonlinear Dynamic Equations: The rotational movement of a spacecraft can be represented by 
the dynamical equation of a rigid body as shown in Equation (3.10): 
f = ft+u)X^ = 7-0)+cox(7-u)) (3.10) 
where T is the total torque acting on the spacecraft, h is its angular momentum, to is body 
rotational rates vector and / is the inertia matrix of the spacecraft. Using the Satellite Body Fixed 
CS, the inertia matrix is constant. By assuming that the body (spacecraft) is symmetric about the 
center of gravity, all the cross products of inertia (off diagonal elements) are zero and the inertia 
matrix becomes: 
/ 
(lx 0 0^ 
o /, o 
v 0 0 lzJ 
(3.11) 
Now, rearranging the elements of Equation (3.10) and substituting the expression of 
Equation (3.11), we can express the rotational dynamic equation as the set of body component 
equations as shown in Equation (3.12), namely 
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T J -I 
y
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bT I -I 
(3.12) 
/ . / . 
where the superscript '£' indicates the satellite body fixed CS. 
Nonlinear Kinematic Equations: The kinematic equations of the spacecraft are represented by 
using the quaternion attitude representation technique. As the kinematics attitude are linear in the 
quaternion and rates, Equations (3.13) and (3.14) can represent the kinematics of the spacecraft, 
that is 
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Similar to the dynamic equations, the kinematic equations can be written as quaternion 
elements equations (Equation (3.15)). The superscript '&' indicates satellite body fixed CS and 
the subscript V indicates orbital reference CS. 
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The dynamic equations and kinematic equations shown in Eq. (3.12) and (3.14) respectively, 
allow the formulation of the following nonlinear state space model for the spacecraft's rotational 
movement. For the sake of simplicity, in the following equations we neglect the superscripts lb' 
and subscript V as shown before, therefore 
x = f(x)+g(x)u
 ( 3 J 6 ) 
y = x 
where the state, control and output vectors are x = \(ox cay ©z q0 qx q2 q3\ , u = \ Tx Ty Tz and 
y = |coxco),coz q0 qx q2qA , respectively. The elements of the state vector cox, coy and a>z are the 
angular velocity of the CoM of the spacecraft with respect to the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, 
respectively, qo is the magnitude of the spacecraft rotation and q}, q2 and #j are the angle rotations 
about the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, respectively. The elements of the control vector Tx, Ty and Tz 
are the total torque that is applied about the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis of the CoM of the spacecraft, 
respectively. The representation f o r / ( ) and g() are shown in Equations (3.17) and (3.18), 
respectively. 
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Equations (3.16) to (3.18) are used to represent the dynamics and the kinematics of each 
spacecraft in the formation flying system as described next. 
3.4 Formation Flying of Multiple Spacecraft 
In Section 3.1 we provided basic definitions of formation and constellation of spacecraft. From 
the control point of view, formation of spacecraft is a more complex problem with at least two 
spacecraft. Figure 3.5 shows a typical formation of three spacecraft in a near Earth orbit that is 
used as an experimental formation of spacecraft. In this section we present the principal aspects 
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of formation flying missions and define the specifications for our hypothetical system to be 
implemented. 
Figure 3.5. Formation of Three Spacecraft Flying in a Near Earth Orbit. 
3.4.1 Formation Flying Control Architectures 
According to [62] in a formation of spacecraft at least two of them use an active control scheme 
to maintain the relative positions. An alternative definition is provided in [85] where formation 
flying is defined as a set of more than one spacecraft in which any of the spacecraft dynamic 
states are coupled through a common control law. This definition is complemented with two 
conditions: at least one spacecraft of the formation must (i) track a desired state profile relative to 
another member, and (ii) the associated control law must at minimum depend upon the state of 
this other member. The above active control scheme or common control law can be understood as 
the formation flying control. Literature gives five formation flying control architectures ([83] and 
[85]) which can be defined as follows: 
• Leader/Follower: In this architecture, one of the spacecraft is designed as the leader and the 
rest are the followers. The leader control system used absolute measurements to perform its 
maneuvers meanwhile the followers used relative measurements. Each follower has individual 
controllers that are connected hierarchically with the leader reducing the formation flying 
control to individual tracking controllers. Informally speaking, followers must change their 
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position and attitude based on the position and attitude of the leader. This architecture is also 
called Master/Slave, Chief/Deputy or Target/Chase 
• Virtual Structures: The formation of spacecraft is thought as a large virtual structure in 
which each spacecraft is a rigid body embedded within it. The control of the formation 
attempts to ensure that the "virtual structure" follows the reference as a single body. 
• Multi-Input/MuIti-output: The formation is treated as a single multi-input multi-output 
system. The difference between this architecture and the virtual structure architecture is that 
there is a reference for the states of each spacecraft in the formation. 
• Cyclic: This architecture is similar to the leader/follower architecture in the sense that there is 
an individual controller for each spacecraft but it is different in the sense that they are not in a 
hierarchical arrangement. Each spacecraft controls its motion with respect to its neighbors not 
with respect to the leader spacecraft. 
• Behavioral: In this architecture, each spacecraft is designed to have individual performance 
objectives and different behaviors. The outputs of multiple spacecraft controllers are then 
combined to generate a control signal which considers the behavioral difference among the 
spacecraft. 
The leader/follower architecture is among the most common formation flying 
configurations. For this reason the control architecture considered to be implemented for the 
formation flying will be the leader/follower scheme. 
3.4.2 Formation Flying Architecture and the Attitude Control 
Subsystem (ACS) Design 
In our formation flying system, the leader/follower architecture is composed of three spacecraft. 
One spacecraft is designed as the "Leader" (s/ci) and the other two spacecraft are the "Followers" 
(s/cfj) and {s/cp). Based on the definition of the leader/follower architecture (Section 3.4.1), s/cp 
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and s/Cfl have individual controllers which are hierarchically interfaced to the s/ct. The followers 
receive the attitude coordinates of the leader and according to a previously defined reference, s/cp 
and s/cfi correct their own attitude. For the attitude control point of view s/ct can be considered as 
a single spacecraft. Therefore, the ACS of the s/ci is operating with the absolute attitude 
measurements. On the other hand, the s/cfl and s/cp correct their attitude relative to the leader's 
attitude and as result the ACS of the s/c/j and s/cp operate with relative attitude measurements (i. 
e. relative to the leader's attitude). 
Attitude controllers receive from the sensors the actual spacecraft's absolute (or relative) 
attitude measurements and then utilize them to calculate the deviations from a desired absolute 
(or relative) attitude. This would be translated into commands for the actuators to provide the 
required torques to perform absolute (or relative) attitude correction actions. There are various 
types of attitude controllers such as linear, quadratic, bang-bang, neural networks controllers, 
among others. Linear and nonlinear approaches have also been implemented for different 
missions. References [85]-[92] give some examples related to the controller design. 
According to [84], the attitude control subsystem may be divided into two operational 
phases: Rate Control and Attitude Acquisition and Stabilization. Rate Control is required when 
the spacecraft is acting under any one of the following two scenarios: (i) after separation of the 
launcher vehicle, and (ii) when the attitude control subsystem of the spacecraft is re-activated 
after an unplanned shutdown. The objective is to reduce the angular velocities about the three-
axes of the spacecraft's body prior to the activation of the Attitude Acquisition and Stabilization 
Controller which is used to perform angular rotations. 
3.4.2.1 Controller Design 
The Attitude Acquisition and Stabilization Controller commands the rotation of the spacecraft to 
a desired attitude and stabilizes the spacecraft in that reference attitude. Due to its simplicity and 
robustness, it was decided to implement a Quaternion Error Vector Command Law [84] for all the 
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spacecraft in the formation. First, we present the details on the design of the Quaternion Error 
Vector Command Law for the s/ct and then comment on the required modifications necessary for 
the s/cp and s/cp-
Quaternion Error Vector Command Law for the s/cfi The control law is a linear scheme 
which uses feedback from the attitude error quaternion as well as the angular velocity errors for 
the three-axes of the spacecraft's body. The maximum deviation from the reference attitude, 
expressed in the form of maximum Euler angles, may be transformed into the quaternion 
representation according to the following relationship: 












leader ^ Ir\ 
(3.19) 
Equation (3.19) is valid if all the angles are considered to be approximately smaller than 10 
degrees. Based on the maximum Euler angles, we can calculate the maximum angular velocity 
leaderAcomax = [leaderAo)max,x leaderAcomax,y leaderAcomax,zf. On the other hand, in order to save resources, 
we want to avoid jitter around the equilibrium attitude. To fulfill this desirable condition we 
define a minimum angular velocity leaderAaimin = [,eaderAcomin,x leaderAco, mm,y leaderAcomin,zf. T h e 
construction of the controller is based now on the linear representation of the state space model as 
shown in Equation (3.16) and the linear control law becomes: 
leader — 






where leaderTCOm is the commanded torque vector, ieaaerAa> is the rotational rates vector with 
leadei 
respect to the satellite body fixed CS and qE is the error quaternion vector. Using Lyapunov 
theory, the author in [85] analyzes the stability of this control law. The system is asymptotically 
stable if lKa and "Kp are diagonal gain matrices as the one shown in Equation (3.21) and hold the 
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conditions given by Equation (3.22). 
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where leaderTsysj is the producible torque in the direction of the i-th axis. Finally, in order to avoid 
the activation of the actuators for small values of leaderTcontti, it is desirable to include a deadband 
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where leaderkdeadband,i is a positive gain which value depends on the producible torque in direction of 
the i-th axis. 
Quaternion Error Vector Command Law for the s/cp and step'. The controller's design for the 
followers s/cf] and s/cp is exactly the same as that of the above design for the s/c,. The only 
difference is related to the measurements (angles and angular velocities) applied to the controller. 
In this case, angles and angular velocities are relative to the s/ci attitude. In the following 
equations, the index j is used to identify the j-th follower spacecraft while the index i is used to 
identify the i-th axis. The maximum deviation from the reference attitude (s/ct attitude), is 
expressed as follows: 
follower J 
leader —max 
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(3.24) 
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The maximum angular velocity Acomax and the minimum angular velocity Acomi„ are 
represented in Equations (3.25) and (3.26), respectively, according to 
follower,] Am leader max 
V follower,] A 




leader i^mmJ (3-25) 
follower,] A —V follower,] A follower, j A follower, 
leader min [_ leader min,x leader min,y leader 
Equation (3.20) is rewritten so that the control law becomes: 
leader! com — I -"^d -^ ^-n / 
•r min.z J 
( follower,] A ~\ 
leader ^ W 
follower,] — 
V leader QE J 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
follower, j —» 
where leader! com IS the commanded torque vector for the j-th follower spacecraft, foll°™eeJd'eik® 
is the rotational rates vector of the s/cg with respect to the rotational rates vector of the s/ct. The 
follower,] — 
error quaternion vector with respect to the leader spacecraft is represented by uader^E • 
The diagonal gain matrices (f'{Kd,f'JK ) and the stability conditions are shown in 
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(3.29) 
Finally, in order to avoid the activation of actuators for small values of 'TfJder^com i» ^  *s 
desirable to include the deadband shown in Equation (3.30), according to 
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where ^"^Zij^deadband i ^s a positive gain whose value depends on the producible torque in the 
direction of the i-th axis. 
As discussed above, the Attitude and Stabilization Controller based on the Quaternion Error 
Vector Command Law requires measurements of angles and angular velocities for the three axes 
of the spacecraft. 
3.5 Sensors and Control Actuators 
Sensors and actuators are fundamental devices for spacecraft's stabilization. Depending on the 
mission requirements and environmental scenarios the spacecraft must be equipped with specific 
sensors and actuators. To provide the basic information about the hardware of the attitude control 
subsystem of a spacecraft, different types of sensors and actuators are presented bellow. 
Sensors: To obtain a complete attitude determination of a spacecraft with respect to a reference 
system, it desirable to know angles and angular velocities of the spacecraft. The following are 
some of the most commonly used sensors devices. 
• Sun Sensor: These devices measure the unit vector to the Sun providing coarse attitude 
information. They have been developed having different designs and accuracies. Sun sensors 
cannot be used in eclipse phases. 
• Earth Sensor: Measures the unit vector to the center of the Earth. They use infrared radiation 
to detect the horizon of the Earth. The accuracy level of this device is in the same level of the 
Sun sensor but cannot be used for mission far away from Earth. Their applications are 
restricted to Earth orbits. 
• Star Sensor: Also known as 'star tracker' is the most accurate device because it calculates the 
attitude position based on the position of stars. This technology requires more complex 
computation. Due to these characteristics, sun sensors are more expensive than Sun and Earth 
sensors. 
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• Magnetometer: These devices are simple and robusts, they measure the magnetic field vector 
to describe the geomagnetic field at the spacecraft position. Due to the geomagnetic field, 
magnetometers can only be used for low Earth orbit missions. 
• Gyroscope: This sensor provides information on the rotational rates of the spacecraft in the 
inertial frame. 
Actuators: These devices are responsible for generating the torques required to change the 
angular position of the spacecraft. To fully control the three axes of the spacecraft body, groups 
of actuators must be located in proper positions. Here we present some of the most known 
actuators for attitude stabilization. 
• Wheels: Reaction wheels, momentum wheels and fly wheels are actuators which operate 
under the same operational idea but with differences in the technique used. They do not 
generate external torques, however they provide only internal torques by using a spinning 
wheel. The direction and magnitude of the angular momentum is controlled by the wheel rate 
which produces a rotational acceleration of the spacecraft. This popular choice of the actuator 
provides a high accuracy stabilization and target pointing. 
• Magnetotorquer: Magnetotorquers provide external torques by using the magnetic field of the 
Earth. These devices create a magnetic dipole which tries to align itself with the magnetic 
field of the Earth. As the spacecraft moves in its orbit, the magnetic field direction changes 
and the attitude control system gains controllability about the three axes. 
• Thrusters: There are different types and sizes of thrusters but all of them are built based on 
the same principle, acceleration of a propellant is used to generate a force in the direction of 
which the propellant is discharged. Ion Thrusters [33]-[37], Hall Thrusters [38]-[46], Colloid 
Thrusters [47]-[49], Magneto Plasma Dynamic (MPD) Thrusters [50]-[53], Pulsed Plasma 
Thrusters [54]-[63], among others [64]-[66] can be utilized for the three-axis attitude control 
of a spacecraft. 
In our formation-flying system, the three spacecraft (S/Q, s/cp and s/cp) need Magnetometers 
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and Gyroscopes sensors. Due to the Formation-flying attitude control requirements, s/cp and s/cp 
need to know the s/ct attitude, therefore communication equipment such the Autonomous 
Formation Flying (AFF) sensor ([93]) is required. To provide the commanded torque, the three 
spacecraft are equipped with a system of Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPTs). Figure 3.6 (a) and (b) 
shows the complete ACS for the leader and the followers respectively. 
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Figure 3.6. (a) Attitude Control Subsystem for a Leader Spacecraft and (b) Attitude Control Subsystem for a 
Follower Spacecraft. 
In Chapter 2, we have indicated that a controlled system is composed of the dynamic plant, 
sensors, controllers and actuators, and any one of them can cause a failure. In the case of a 
formation flying system with a leader/follower control architecture, failures can be originated in 
any of the spacecraft. We study and analyze the case of malfunctions in the actuators (e.g. Pulsed 
Plasma Thrusters (PPTs)). In the following section, the PPT system is presented and explained in 
detail. 
3.6 Pulsed Plasma Thrusters Actuators 
A s discussed in [94], a typical attitude control system for a three-axis stabilized spacecraft is 
accomplished by means of reaction wheels with magnetic torquers and thrusters. As an alternative 
to this control strategy, a Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) actuator can reach the same accuracy 
level but at lower cost, mass and complexity. Furthermore, a PPT system can be used for different 
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purposes such as stationkeeping, attitude control and orbit insertion and drag make-up. Due to 
these reasons, in the past two decades various missions such as LES 6, LES 8/9, EO-1, 
TIP/NOVA and Dawgstar have been designed with PPT systems [59],[60],[62],[63] and [95]-
[102]. 
In this section we define the operational characteristic of a PPT, present the dynamic 
equations which define the state space model of this specific actuator and, at the end of the 
section, we present the PPT's configuration required to perform maneuvers about the three axes 
of the spacecraft's body. 
3.6.1 Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) 
Various types of PPTs are categorized into coaxial or parallel-plate according to the electrodes 
geometry, and into gas or ablative according to the propellant used. In this thesis we investigate a 
Parallel-Plate Ablative PPT similar to the one utilized in the Lincoln Experimental Satellite 8/9 
(LES-8/9) [59], [60] and [94]. As shown in Figure 3.7, the main components are the capacitor, the 
electrodes, the igniter and the spring. 
Figure 3.7. Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) Schematic Diagram [111]. 
The physics of the PPT's pulse and the acceleration process are described as follows [94]: 
• For a period of approximately 10 ms, the capacitor is charged to a maximum voltage Vmwc. The 
capacitor voltage appears across the electrodes (anode/cathode) of the thruster. 
• The igniter, earlier charged, receives the discharge signal. This action ablates and ionizes part 
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of the material (e.g. Teflon) to create a conducting path which allows the discharge of the 
capacitor. 
• The discharge current ablates and ionizes the fuel bar into a plasma slug. Due to the current 
that flows through this circuit, a self-magnetic field is produced. 
• Finally, the plasma is accelerated by the Lorentz force (J x B) due to the discharge current and 
the magnetic field. 
The parallel plate PPT can be described as a one-diemnsional mathematical model 
represented by a specific type of electromechanical system (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8. Parallel Plate PPT Components [134]. 
This PPT operates electrically as an LRC circuit. By assuming that the entire mass m = m0 is 
accelerated as a single unit, m is taken as being constant throughout the process. Finally, the 
general parallel-plate ablative PPT thruster is described by the following system of two second 
order ordinary differential equations [134]: 
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y, = m0x3 / 
y2=x4 
where X; is the position, x2 is the capacitor charge, x3 is the velocity and x* is the current, v is the 
capacitor voltage, yi is the thrust, y2 is the discharge current, RT = Rc+Re+Rpe+Rp and L r = 
Lc+Le+Lpe. Equations (3.32) and (3.33) provide expressions for Rp and Lpe{t) respectively, and the 
parameters appearing in (3.31)-(3.33) are specified in Table 3.1. We furthermore assume that 
xj(0) = x2(0) = x3(0) = x4(Q) = 0. 
Rp=2.57- (3.32) 
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Pulse Frequency (Hz 
Distance between electrodes (m 
Internal Inductance of the capacitor (H 
Inductance due to wires and leads (H 
Inductance due to current sheet moving down (H 
Inductance per unit channel length (Hm"1 
Total circuit inductance (H 
Mass of plasma at t = 0 (k 
Electron density (m 
Capacitor resistance (Q 
Wire and lead resistance (Q 
Plasma resistance (X2 
Electrode resistance (X2 
Total circuit resistance (Q 
Electron temperature 
Width of electrodes (m 
Magnetic permeability of free space ( W b A ' W 
Characteristic pulse time (s 
Table 3.1. Parameters of the Parallel-Plates Ablative PPT Electromechanic Model [134]. 
In real situations, the electrical variables of the PPT actuator can be measured and collected. 
In this thesis we assume that the above PPT model can be used as an actual PPT for generating 
the data sets under healthy and faulty conditions. 
3.6.2 PPT Configurations 
The position and force direction of each thruster in the thrusters configuration is fundamental for 
performing the correct sequence of thruster's activation. Using the satellite body fixed CS, the 
thrust force generated for each thruster is obtained as follows: 
bF,h=Fth-beth (3.34) 
where eth is the unit thrust vector and Fth is the magnitude of the thrust force. Equation (3.35) 
represents the generated torque about the CoM of the spacecraft, that is 
fc— fc- b— b- fe-
Trn = r,h x Fth = Fth • rth x eth (3.35) 
To obtain full three-axis control, a minimum of four thrusters is needed, but in this thesis, 
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we consider the so-called six-independent PPT configuration (refer to Figure 3.9). 
PPZ 
PPT. 
Figure 3.9. Six-Independent PPT Configuration. 
In the above configuration, each thruster only generates a torque about a single axis of the 
spacecraft where independent control actuation is achieved. Equations (3.36) and (3.37) show the 





























sys Ah-fs (3.37) 
where TthiJ is the magnitude that the i-th thruster generates in the direction of the /-axis. The 
vector / represents a binary on-off set of signals which allows the activation of the thrusters. 
The calculation of this vector is shown in Equation (3.38) [84]. For the six-independent PPT 
configuration, the nullspace component f
 null is shown in Table 3.II. The appropriated nullspace 
command w, is calculated using Equation (3.39), that is 
, - ^ - (3.38) 
/ *y.v = Ah ' Tcom — 2_, Ui f nulli 
Ut =min{Alh -Team) (3.39) 
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/ null,. ,3 
J null,2 
J null,3 
(1 1 0 0 0 Of 
(0 0 1 1 0 o f 
(0 0 0 0 1 l ) r 
Table 3.II. Nullspace Vectors for the Six-Independent PPT Configuration. 
b-
For the six-independent PPT configuration, the position vector rth and the thrust vector 









Position vector rth 
(0 0 -zf 
(0 0 -zf 
(0 0 -zf 
(0 0 -zf 
(-x 0 Of 
(-JC 0 Of 
b-
Thrust vector e,h 
(0 1 o f 
(0 -1 Of 
(-1 0 of 
(1 0 o f 
(0 -1 Of 
(0 1 Of 
Table 3.III. Position and ' 
Finally, using this configuration, the applied torque in the +x, -x, +y, -y, +z and -z is 
performed by the thrusters PPT,, PPT2, PPT3, PPT4, PPT5 and PPT6, respectively. 
3.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, four coordinates systems are presented and explained. These coordinates systems 
provide the required reference frames in order to correctly calculate the position, attitude and 
velocity of a rigid body (e.g. spacecraft). Three attitude representation techniques are also 
defined. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, Quaternion technique presents important advantages over 
Euler angles and Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM) techniques therefore, the equations of motion 
that describe the rotational dynamics of the spacecraft are represented by this technique. 
The concept of formation flying spacecraft is introduced and the motivations for using 
formation of multiple small spacecraft over a large spacecraft are given. In order to demonstrate 
the relevance of formation flying in the space field, example of past, current and future formation 
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flying space mission are provided. Formation flying control architectures and formation flying 
control laws are provided. Due to the advantages presented in Section 3.4, a quaternion error 
vector command law for a formation of three spacecraft flying in a leader/follower architecture is 
designed. 
A list of different types of sensors and actuators of the attitude control subsystem of a 
spacecraft is provided and the required sensors and actuator used in our formation flying system 
is defined. Pulsed plasma thrusters (PPT) are chosen as the actuator of our formation flying 
spacecraft. A dynamical model describing the PPT's electromechanical system is provided and 
the PPT configuration, the so-called six-independent PPT configuration, is presented. 
The dynamic formation flying system presented here is planned to be used in the following 
chapters of this thesis to simulate attitude maneuvers under normal and abnormal PPT's 




Spacecraft Fault Diagnosis Analysis 
Fault detection and isolation (FD1) of critical control systems have been widely investigated 
during the past two decades. Systems such as autonomous spacecraft and formation of 
autonomous spacecraft demand detection and isolation of faulty components (e.g.: sensors and 
actuators) as early as possible to avoid fatal failures. The accuracy and precision of FDI schemes 
are strongly dependent on the availability of mathematical models. Developing precise models for 
complex nonlinear systems can be quite difficult and availability of mathematical models for all 
components is not always possible. Due to these limitations, in this chapter we propose a 
learning-based FDI scheme. 
According to [73], [103], [104] and [105], neural networks has the capability to learn the 
component model from past input-output data and generate an analytical model. Standard 
multilayer perception networks can be used to model static nonlinear systems. To introduce 
dynamic properties to the network, we will employ dynamic neurons. The dynamic neuron can be 
constructed by adding an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter to a static neuron. This will ensure 
that the activation of a neuron depends on its internal states [103]. 
In this chapter, a dynamic neural network is employed as a modeling tool for a Pulsed 
Plasma Thruster (PPT) actuator employed in the ACS of a spacecraft in a formation flying 
mission. Using this neural network model we will generate residual signals to detect the existence 
of a fault in the actuators. An important advantage of this FDI scheme is that only data from the 
electrical circuit of the PPT is needed to detect deviations in the amount of thrust produced. 
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4.1 Framework of the Proposed Fault Diagnosis 
The simulations performed in this thesis have been implemented in Matlab and Simulink. Using 
the electromechanical model presented in Chapter 3 we simulate the PPT behavior for the 
generated pulses. Each simulated pulse has a duration of 30 msec with a sampling time of 0.01 
msec. At t = 0, there is an initial capacitor voltage of 910 V which generates a nominal force of 
100 uN. The six-independent PPT configuration includes three pairs of thrusters with a common 
capacitor per each pair of thrusters. 
For practical operation of PPTs only electrical variables and temperatures are measured and 
monitored. Therefore, unplanned variations in the amount of thrust cannot be measured directly. 
Malfunctions in the PPT thruster can be introduced due to different sources. Based on material 
fatigue, waste accumulation and results that are discussed in [106] - [108], the following faulty 
cases are considered in this thesis: 
• Faulty Case 1 (Mass Fault Reduction): Due to the reduction in the amount of propellant's 
mass that is utilized during the generation of the pulse, the amount of thrust generated by the 
pulse is also reduced. This propellant mass reduction can be produced due to the loss of 
elasticity of the thruster's spring. Under this undesirable condition, the fuel bar is not properly 
positioned and therefore the amount of propellant mass available is less than under normal 
conditions. 
• Faulty Case 2 (Faulty Ablation Process): The ablation process transforms the solid 
propellant into the exhaust plasma, but small portions of the propellant may not be 
transformed, resulting in particles which are added to the inner face of the electrodes. After 
several pulses, the amount of particles added to the electrodes may become significant and 
potentially can be ablated and ionized during the generation of a new pulse resulting in an 
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augmentation in the amount of thrust generated by that pulse. 
• Faulty Case 3 (Conductivity Fault Reduction): Due to wear and tear, conductivity of the 
wires, capacitor and electrodes may decrease. As a consequence of this, the amount of 
discharge current produced during the generation of the pulses is reduced resulting in a 
reduction of the amount of thrust. 
To develop our proposed FDI system a data set composed of the following variables are 
generated: 
• Capacitor Voltage v(t), 
• Thrust y,(t), and 
• Discharge Current y2(t). 
To represent a realistic situation Gaussian noise is added to the above measurements. It 
should be noted that a PPT pulse is considered healthy if the Thrust produced is within the 
interval Q, that is given by (4.1). Otherwise, the pulse is considered as being faulty, where 
y ^ =(1 + M5) Kaon*,* C4-1) 
and yinominai is the nominal Thrust (100 uN). 
4.2 Simulations for the PPT Operations 
In this section we present a simulated data set for a PPT actuator working under both healthy and 
faulty conditions. For the healthy case, the resulting capacitor voltage, thrust and discharge 
current correspond to the nominal case. In the case of faulty scenarios, we obtain the behavior of 
the above signals for the three types of faults that were described in the previous section. 
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4.2.1 PPT Operation Under Healthy Scenario 
A PPT acting under healthy conditions generates a force within the interval that is defined in 
equation (4.1). Figures 4.1 (a)-(c) show the behavior of capacitor voltage, thrust and discharge 
current for an initial capacitor voltage of 910 V (applied at time t = 0). 
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Figure 4.1. (a) Capacitor Voltage with Measurement 
Noise (Healthy Scenario). 
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Figure 4.1. (c) Discharge Current with Measurement Noise (Healthy Scenario). 
Table 4.1 shows the initial, minimum, maximum and final value of the simulated data set as 

























Table 4.1. Number of Pulses Generated by S/Cn and S/Cn Thrusters (Healthy Scenario). 
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4.2.2 PPT Operation Under Faulty Scenario 1 
Mass fault reduction decreases the amount of propellant (mo) consumed during each pulse. Under 
healthy conditions, m0 = 2.58e-8 kg but under this faulty condition, a value of m0 = 3.00e-9 kg is 
used. Figures 4.2 (a) - (b) show the resulting simulated responses. 
Capacitor Voltage xlO Thrust 
Figure 4.2. (a) Capacitor Voltage with Measurement 
Noise (Faulty Scenario 1). 
Figure 4.2. (b) Thrust with Measurement Noise 
(Faulty Scenario 1). 
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Figure 4.2. (c) Discharge Current with Measurement Noise (Faulty Scenario 1). 
Table 4.II shows the initial, minimum, maximum and final value for the simulated data set 
where the settling time is also included. Under this condition, the PPT generates a force of 85 uN 
which is 15% less than the nominal value and is just bellow the lower limit that is defined by 
equation (4.1). 
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Table 4.II. Number of Pulses Generated by S/Cn and S/Cn Thrusters (Faulty Scenario 1). 
4.2.3 PPT Operation Under Faulty Scenario 2 
Sedimentation (particles of propellant) added to the inner face of electrodes can generate thrust 
levels beyond the acceptable range as shown by equation (4.1). To simulate this faulty scenario, 
the width of the electrodes w = 0.0254 m is changed to w = 0.02195 m. For this faulty scenario, 
the resulting responses are shown in Figures 4.3 (a) - (c). 
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Figure 43. (a) Capacitor Voltage with Measurement 
Noise (Faulty Scenario 2). 
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Figure 4.3. (b) Thrust with Measurement Noise 
(Faulty Scenario 2). 
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Figure 4.3. (c) Discharge Current with Measurement Noise (Faulty Scenario 2). 
Table 4.III shows the initial, minimum, maximum and final value for the simulated data set 
where the settling time is also included. Under this condition, the PPT generates a force of 1.15 
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Table 4.III. Number of Pulses Generated by S/Cn and S/Cc Thrusters (Faulty Scenario 2). 
4.2.4 PPT Operation Under Faulty Scenario 3 
Conductivity of the electrical components (wires, capacitor, electrodes, etc.) may be affected due 
to their usage. This loss of conductivity may generate faulty levels of thrust. To simulate this 
faulty scenario, the resistance of the electrodes Rpe = 0.00 Q is changed to Rpe = 0.008 Q. Figures 
4.4 (a) - (c) show the corresponding responses. 





Figure 4.4. (a) Capacitor Voltage with Measurement 
Noise (Faulty Scenario 3). 
Figure 4.4. (b) Thrust with Measurement Noise 
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Figure 4.4. (c) Discharge Current with Measurement Noise (Faulty Scenario 3). 
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Table 4.IV shows the initial, minimum, maximum and final value for the simulated data set 
where the settling time is also included. Under this condition, the PPT generates a force of 85 uN 


























Table 4.IV. Number of Pulses Generated by S/Cn and S/CR Thrusters (Faulty Scenario 3). 
The simulations for the above three faulty scenarios generate faults with severity of 15%. 
Faulty scenarios 1 and 3 generate a reduction in the thrust from 100 uN to 85 uN meanwhile the 
faulty scenario 2 produces an increase from the nominal thrust to the value of 115 uN. According 
to the definitions that are given by equation (4.1), this corresponds to the minimum level of fault 
(low severity fault). 
4.3 Neural Network FDI Scheme 
Precise attitude control subsystem is a strongly important issue for all formation flying systems, 
especially for interferometer missions such as Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) or DARWIN ([2], 
[14], [15], [23], [88], [109] and [110]). Faulty actuators (e.g. PPTs) affect the attitude control 
subsystem of the spacecraft and then, the performance of the formation flying system. Under this 
undesirable condition, recovery actions (i.e. at actuator, spacecraft or formation flying levels) are 
needed and then, the necessity of fault detection and isolation systems becomes evident. 
As mentioned in Section 4.1, for practical operations of PPTs, only electrical variables and 
temperatures are measured and monitored therefore, the amount of thrust produced by the PPTs 
cannot be measured and then, cannot be used for detecting and isolating faults. On the other hand, 
due to the complexity of the PPT dynamic system, it is reasonable to assume that precise 
mathematical model are not available and then, model-based FDI schemes cannot satisfy the 
accuracy and precision required. 
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Neural networks technique is a history-based approach capable of learning models of 
nonlinear systems from past input-output data. Application of neural networks technique for fault 
diagnosis purposes has been successfully applied for various type of systems such as robotics 
([111]-[113]), industrial processes ([114]-[117]), among others ([118]-[122]). In the case of 
spacecraft systems, literature provides interesting examples of neural network-based FDI schemes 
([123H127]). 
Our proposed neural network-based FDI system uses a special multilayer perceptron 
networks which is called Dynamic Neural Network (DNN) due to the utilization of dynamic 
neurons [103]. The construction of our proposed neural network-based FDI system can be divided 
into four consecutive steps: 
Neural Network Training Phase: In this phase the parameters of the DNN are adjusted until the 
required modeling accuracy is achieved. As discussed in [126], the network scheme used during 
the training phase is the series-parallel identification model that is shown in Figure 4.5, where 
Unorm(k) and y2norm(k) are the normalized representation of the capacitor voltage and delayed 





Figure 4.5. Series-parallel identification model during the training phase. 
To adjust the network parameters of the dynamic neural network (input weights and filter 
coefficients), pairs of healthy input/output data set is used. By comparing the network output with 
the estimated network output, the error e(k+l) is calculated and back-propagated through various 
layers updating the network parameters W. 
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Neural Network Validation Phase: The DNN is tested with new data sets to prove that the 
modeling accuracy of the network is valid for data used during the training phase as well as for 
different healthy data sets. During the validation phase, a modified architecture as depicted in 
Figure 4.6 is applied ([126]). This is motivated by the observation that after the training phase, 
one can assume that the difference between the actual output y2norm(k+l) and its estimated value 












Figure 4.6. Series-parallel identification model during the validation phase. 
For testing the identification and representation performance capabilities of our proposed 
DNN, various healthy pairs of input/output data sets must be presented. If the difference between 
yesi(k+l) and y2norm(k+l) is considered acceptable, the validation phase is considered ended. 
Threshold Determination: Comparing the actual and estimated outputs (i.e. system and DNN's 
output, respectively), the health status of the system can be evaluated. The Threshold determines 
if the data set presented to the network corresponds to a healthy or faulty scenario. The Threshold 
value is calculated by using collected healthy data. To calculate this constant, a mathematical 
expression based on the mean and standard deviation is used. This expression is given by (4.2) 
Threshold = 
Y^MAE(i) 
- + <3 
Y^MAEd) 
max( MAE )"=1 - — (4.2) 
where, MAE(i) is the Mean Absolute Error of the data set i=l,2,...,n. The coefficient a is a 
constant which is used to adjust the sensitivity of our FDI scheme. 
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FDI Scheme Implementation: The implementation of the entire FDI system is the final step. At 
this stage, the FDI scheme is ready to be used and is connected to the system. Our proposed DNN 
based FDI scheme is shown in Figure 4.7. The voltage v(k) and the estimated current yes,(k) are 
normalized before being presented to the DNN. Using the actual output y2(k+l) and the output of 
the network yest(k+l) the Decision Making Block calculates the MAE for the entire data set 
(corresponding to a single pulse of the thruster). The MAE is compared with the Threshold to 






















Figure 4.7. FDI scheme for a PPT system. 
The neural network considered in this thesis is a multilayer perceptron network whit neurons 
having internal feedbacks. As presented in [105], [122]-[128], these special neurons allow the 
network to achieve dynamics properties. Figure 4.8 shows the general structure of the so-called 
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Figure 4.8. Structure of the DNM with n inputs. 
The set U(k) = [uj(k), u2(k), , u„(k)f and W = [wi, w2, , w„f are the input and 
weight vectors, respectively. An Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Filter is introduced to generate 
dynamics in the neuron such that activation of a neuron depends on its internal states [130], 
[103]-[105], [128], [129]. The block g\F(•) is the activation function of die neuron. Parameter g, 
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is the slope of the nonlinear activation function F( •). 
The dynamic model of the above neuron is described by the following set of equations: 




y(k) = F{g-y(k)) 
where the signal x(k) represents the input to the filter, the coefficients a,-, / = l,2,....,r and bt, i = 
0,1,....,r are the feedback and feed-forward filter parameters, respectively, and r is the order of the 
filter. Finally, y(k) represents the output of the filter which is the input to the activation function. 
Table 4.V shows a detail characteristic of the dynamic neural network. 
Structure of the Network 2-10-1 
IIR- Filter order 2nd order 
F(-) (hidden layer): Hyperbolic Tangent Sigmoid 
F(') (output layer): Linear 
Table 4.V. Dynamic Neural Network Specifications. 
Among others training algorithm ([128]-[132]), the training algorithm used here is the 
Extended Dynamic Back Propagation (EDBP) algorithm ([105]). The training phase is performed 
until a termination criterion (t.c.) is satisfied. For t.c. we used the mean square error (mse) 
criterion. The mse for the entire data set is calculated and when mse < t.c. the training is stopped. 
The termination criterion used is mse = Ixlff4. Figure 4.9 shows the actual output of the PPT 
electromechanical model and the estimated output generated by the dynamic neural network. 
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Figure 4.9. (a) Actual Discharge Current (Normalized) and (b) Estimated Discharge Current (Normalized). 
To validate the modeling capabilities of our proposed DNN, we utilized 120 healthy data 
sets. To simulate these pulses, the capacitor voltage was initiated at different values (from 857 V 
to 980 V). Based on the healthy interval Q. (refer to equation (4.1)) and the nominal Thrust (100 
uN), the upper and lower bounds of Q are 115 uN and 85 uN, respectively. Details are shown in 
Table 4. VI. 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM 









Table 4.VI. Healthy Maximum and Minimum Capacitor Voltage and Thrust. 
Figure 4.10 shows the 120 healthy pulses utilized to validate the DNN model and to define a 
valid Threshold value. After the calculation of the MAE value for each of the 120 pulses, we 
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Figure 4.10. Healthy Pulses Set. 
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The coefficient a was fixed at 1.15. Finally, we obtain a fix Threshold value of 0.0371. As 
shown in Figure 4.11, the obtained MAE factors are bellow the Threshold which implies that all 
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Fig. 4.11. Fixed Threshold Value. 
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4.4. The FDI Simulation Results 
Generally, a six-independent configuration PPT system is composed of three clusters of two 
thrusters sharing the same capacitor. Our proposed FDI scheme can be implemented by applying 
one DNN to each cluster. In this way, we not only can detect a fault, but also can identify (isolate) 
the faulty thruster. As described in Chapter 3, pair of thrusters, which share the same capacitor, 
are positioned in opposite directions and together provide the attitude control force and torque for 
one of the axes of a three-axis stabilized spacecraft. 
For the sake of simplification, we present the results concerned with thrusters PPT3 and 
PPT4 which generate the rotation around the pitch angle. The parameters for both thrusters are 
shown in Table 4.VII. 
Max. Thrust: 100 [uN] 
Capacitor Voltage (t = 0 [sec]) 910 [V] 
Max. Discharge Current: 11090 [A] 
Table 4.VII. Parameters for PPT3 and PPT4. 
The fault types described in Section 4.2 are utilized to investigate the performance of our 
proposed FDI scheme. Three faulty scenarios are considered as described bellows: 
Faulty Scenario 1: A decrease in the amount of thrust, due to mass fault reduction of PPT3 is 
simulated. The mass m0 = 2.58e-8 kg is linearly decreased until it reaches mo = 2.00e-10 kg. This 
progressive reduction in the amount of mass is modeled by equation (4.4). 
m0 = 2 . 5 8 x l ( T 8 - ; ( 0 . 0 4 x l ( r 8 ) ; 1 = 1,2,3, 64 (4.4) 
Figure 4.12 shows the FDI results that are obtained by utilizing the proposed neural network 
scheme. According to this figure, the behavior of the PPT3 is considered healthy for the first 46 
pulses and faulty for the last 18 pulses. Our FDI scheme does not detect faults in any of the pulses 
that are generated by the PPT4. 
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Figure 4.12. FDI Results for the PPT3 and the PPT4 Under Faulty Scenario 1. 
The actual pulses generated by the pair of thrusters are shown in Figure 4.13. The first 56 
pulses generated by the PPT3 are inside the healthy interval as defined by equation (4.1), 
meanwhile the remaining 8 pulses are classified as faulty. On the other hand, all the pulses that 
are generated by the PPT4 are correctly classified as healthy pulses. Table 4.VIII contains the 
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Table 4.VIII. Actual and Detected Condition of the Generated Pulses (Faulty Scenario 1). 
Faulty Scenario 2: A variation of the amount of thrust, due to the particles being added to the 
inner face of electrodes of the PPT4 is simulated. The width of the electrode w = 0.0254 m is 
linearly decreased according to equation (4.5), that is 
w = 0.0254-x (0.0004); i = 1,2,3, 41 (4.5) 
Figure 4.14 shows the FDI results that are obtained by utilizing the proposed neural network 
scheme. According to this figure, the behavior of the PPT3 is considered healthy for all the 64 
pulses generated. In the case of the PPT4, our FDI scheme classifies the first 28 pulses as healthy 
and the last 13 pulses as faulty. 
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Figure 4.14. FDI results for PPT3 and PPT4 Under Faulty Scenario 2. 
The actual pulses that are generated by the pair of thrusters are shown in Figure 4.15. The 
complete set of pulses generated by the PPT3 is within the healthy interval (85 - 115) uN. On the 
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other hand, only the first 8 pulses that are generated by the PPT4 are healthy. The other 33 pulses 
are classified as faulty pulses. Table 4.IX shows the actual healthy and faulty pulses and the 



















Figure 4.15. Actual Thrust Generated by the PPT3 and the PPT4 Under Faulty Scenario 2. 
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Table 4.IX. Actual and Detected Condition of the Generated Pulses (Faulty Scenario 2). 
Faulty Scenario 3 : Change in the conductivity of the electrical components of the thruster affects 
the generation of the thrust. This faulty scenario is simulated by injecting faults to the thruster 
PPT3. The resistance of the electrode Rpe = 0.00 Q is gradually increased according to equation 
(4.6), that is 
/ ^ e = 0 . 0 0 - i ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 5 ) ; 1= 1,2,3, 64 (4.6) 
Figure 4.16 shows the classification of the pulses that are generated by the PPT3 and the 
PPT4. In the case of PPT3, the first 51 pulses are classified as healthy pulses while the following 
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13 pulses are classified as faulty pulses. The 41 pulses generated by the PPT4 are classified as 
healthy pulses. 
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Figure 4.16. FDI Results for the PPT3 and the PPT4 Under Faulty Scenario 3. 
The pulses that are generated by the PPT3 and the PPT4 are shown in Figure 4.17. PPT3 
generated a total of 64 pulses where the first 46 are considered as healthy pulses and the 
remaining 18 are considered as faulty pulses. For the case of PPT4 the 41 pulses generated are 
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Table 4.X. Actual and Detected Condition of the Generated Pulses (Faulty Scenario 3). 
To evaluate the performance of our proposed FDI scheme, we use the Confusion Matrix 
approach ([133]). Equation (4.7) shows the structure of this matrix. The specific evaluation terms 
shown in equations 4.8 (a)-(f) are: Accuracy, True Healthy, False Healthy, True Faulty, False 


















Accuracy — A + D 
A+B+C+D 
True Healthy = D 
C + D 
False Healthy - B 





True Faulty = 
A + B 
False Faulty = C 
C + D 
Precision D 




From the total amount of pulses generated for the pair of thrusters, we obtain the following 
values: A - 34, B = 25, C = 10 and D = 246. The results given by the Confusion Matrix are shown 
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Table 4.XI. Confusion Matrix Results. 
These results indicate that the proposed FDI scheme is capable of correctly classify the 
96.09% of the healthy pulses and the 57.63% of the faulty pulses. The accuracy level (88.89%) 
and the amount of healthy pulses misclassified as faulty (3.90%) are acceptable. The drawback 
and negative results include a poor level of precision, which we only could reach a level of 
66.67%, and a large percentage of misclassification of faulty pulses (42.37%). 
4.5. Conclusions 
A dynamic neural network-based fault detection and isolation scheme is developed to 
autonomously detect faults in a PPT system of a spacecraft. Our proposed FDI scheme requires 
data from the electrical circuit of thrusters avoiding a need for direct measurement of the thrust. 
According to the simulation results presented it can be concluded that the proposed FDI scheme 
is not properly capable of correctly classifying all of the faulty pulses that are generated during 
the experimental operations. The utilization of a fixed Threshold has resulted in inadequate 
capability for detecting faults under the three different faulty scenarios. Using a Confusion Matrix 
evaluation criteria we have demonstrated a high level of accuracy but the precision level is below 
what is expected. Furthermore, the data set presented to the proposed scheme requires a sampling 
time of the order of milliseconds. For on-line fault diagnosis proposes, this amount of 
computation load may not be acceptable. 
Independent of the fault's source, the desirable scheme must be capable of detecting faults in 
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a more reliable fashion and must perform it with a minimum amount of computational effort. In 
the following chapter, the health status of the formation flying system is investigated. The data 
that is extracted from the formation flying attitude control subsystem is then investigated to 
design an alternative fault diagnosis and health monitoring system. 
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Chapter 5 
A Formation Flying Fault Diagnosis System 
The idea of a formation of small spacecraft that can perform the same duties of a single large 
spacecraft is valid only when the coordination of those small spacecraft fulfills the mission's 
requirements. Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) and Darwin (refer to [2], [14], [15], [23], [88], 
[109] and [110]) are examples of formation flying missions where the success of the mission 
depends on the accuracy of the formation flying attitude and orbital controls. It is evident that 
detection of malfunctioning sensors and actuators which could result in loss of coordination is 
highly desirable. 
In Chapter 4 we have developed an FDI system that was based on dynamic neural networks 
for health monitoring PPT actuators of a spacecraft. We have studied the FDI system 
performance for a PPT under three faulty scenarios. Confusion matrix results showed that 
although the accuracy is acceptable (88.89%), the precision is below expectation (66.67%). The 
development of an alternative or a complementary FDI system is desirable. 
In this chapter a new FDI approach is developed. Dynamic neural networks theory is 
employed to model the relative attitude of a follower spacecraft with respect to the leader 
spacecraft in a formation flying mission. Using this neural network model, residual signals are 
generated for detecting the existence of faults in the actuators of the followers. An important 
advantage of this FDI scheme is that only data from the follower's ACS is used to detect 
abnormalities in the actuators. 
5.1 Development of a Formation Flying Simulation Environment 
The simulations that are performed below have been implemented in Matlab and Simulink. 
Orbital and attitude parameters, environmental disturbances and generated torque magnitudes 
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have been extracted from the simulation parameters provided in [84]. The force generated by 
each PPT is 100 uN and the magnitudes of the parameters for the electromechanical PPT model 
are provided in [134]. Table 5.1 shows the geometry of the small spacecraft of our formation 
flying system defined in Section 3.4.2. 
Geometry : 10x10x10 cm3 
Mass : 1 kg 
'0.00198 0 0 ^ 
Inertia Matrix : / — 0 0.00210 0 
0 0 0.00188 
k g m 2 
Table 5.1. Spacecraft Parameters. 
The geometry (i.e. dimensions) of the spacecraft are used to calculate the Torque generated 
by the six-independent PPT configuration that is presented in Section 3.3 (refer to equation 
b-










Position vector r,h 
(0 0 -0.05)r 
(0 0 -0.05)r 
(0 0 -0.05)r 
(0 0 -0.05)7" 
(-0.05 0 0)r 
(-0.05 0 Of 
6 -
Thrust vector e,h 
(0 1 Of 
(0 -1 Of 
(-1 0 Of 
(1 0 Of 
(0 -1 Of 
(0 1 Of 
Table 5.II. Position and Thrust Vectors for the Formation Flying Spacecraft. 
On the other hand, Table 5.1 shows the values of the inertial matrix / that is defined in 
equation (3.11) and that are used in the nonlinear state space model for the formation flying 
spacecraft's rotational movement (refer to equations (3.16)-(3.18)). 
The Table 5.III shows the values of the gain matrices that are presented in equations (3.21) and 
(3.28) and that are used by the Quaternion Error Vector Command Laws that are implemented in 
the formation flying spacecraft. 
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K<i (s/ci = s/cfi = s/cp) = 
Kp (s/ci = s/cp = skp) = 
V 
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Table 5.III. Control Law Gain Matrices. 
Table 5.IV shows the state vectors x - coxO)ycoz q0 g, q2 q3\ of the nonlinear state space 
model for the formation flying spacecraft's rotational movement (refer to equations (3.16)-(3.18)) 
at time t = 0. 
Initial . . , 






























Table 5.IV. Initial States for the Formation Flying Spacecraft. 
By means of Magnetometers, Gyroscopes and Autonomous Formation Flying (AFF) 
sensors, spacecraft s/cf] and s/cp can measure all the variables needed for the formation flying 
attitude control system. The number of pulses generated by each PPT and the instant (time) when 
pulses are generated is recorded by each spacecraft. This operational register is a three-state 
signal where "+1" represents a pulse generated in the positive direction of the i-th axis and " - 1 " 
represents a pulse in the negative direction. No pulses are represented by state "0". Table 5.V 

















leader1 PPT 3/PPT 4 
follower,jrp 
leader1 PPT5 /PPT6 
angular rotation about the x-axis (s/cfj w.r.t. s/ci) 
angular rotation about the y-axis (s/cfJ w.r.t. s/ci) 
angular rotation about the z-axis (s/Cfj w.r.t. s/ci) 
angular velocity about the x-axis (s/cfj w.r.t. s/ci) 
angular velocity about the y-axis (s/cfj w.r.t. s/ci) 
angular velocity about the z-axis (s/c/j w.r.t. s/ci) 
sequence of pulses about the x-axis (s/c/j w.r.t. s/ci) 
sequence of pulses about the y-axis (s/cfj w.r.t. s/ci) 
sequence of pulses about the z-axis (s/cfj w.r.t. s/ci) 
Table 5.V. Data Set for the Formation Flying FDI System. 
From the control point of view, the goal of formation flying control law defined in Section 
3.4.1 is that the angular rotations and velocities of the spacecraft s/cp and s/cp track a set of 
angular rotations and velocities reference values. Table 5.VI shows the expected ts and e,rack 
values that are used to evaluate the performance of the formation flying control law. The 
simulations that are performed in this chapter have a final simulation time (tfmai) of 3000 sec. 
Variable Settling Time (ts) Tracking Error (etrackitfmai)) 
foiiower,i < 1000 sec 6.00e-3 
leader f l 
Moweri < IQOO sec 6.00e-3 
leader Hi 
foiiower,i <
 1 0 00 sec 6.00e -3 
leader Hi 
foiioWer,i. < 1000 sec 6.00e-5 
leader ^^x 
follower,!. < 1000 sec 6.00e -5 
leader ^^y 
follower,!. < 1000 sec 6.00e -5 
leader ^^z 
Table 5.VI. Expected Settling Time and Tracking Error Values for step and slcp. 
The faulty cases described in Chapter 4 are used to simulate different faulty scenarios 
although the actuator telemetry data such as discharge current and capacitor voltage are not 
included in our work. 
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5.2 Formation Flying Simulation Results 
The set of initial and reference conditions as given by equation (5.1) are now used for simulations 
representing healthy and three faulty scenarios considered. In Euler angle representation, the 
maneuver considered implies that initially, s/cfl and s/cp have the same attitude as the leader 
{[roll, pitch, yaw] = [0°, 0°, 0°]) and no angular velocities ( / O " 7 ^ A C D = 0), in any of the axes. 
After the maneuver, s/cfl and s/cp must stop their rotations at [roll, pitch, yaw] = [20°, 30°, 40°]. 
In summary, 
follower,j i 
leader Qo ~ l 
follower,] follower,j follower,] r\ 
leader "l ~ leader # 2 ~ leader % ~ U 
follower,j A _ follower,j A _ follower,j A _ r) 
leader ^U* x — leader ^^y — leader ^^z ~ U 
/ o
"r:;;^0 - 0.9093,- » < ? , = 0 . 0 7 0 4 
f
°"Zd:k2 = 0-2969; ' « < Z 3 = 0.2831 
follower,j A _ follower,j A -. follower,] A. _ n 




5.2.1 Simulations for the Healthy Scenario 
Healthy scenario implies that the six PPT thrusters of s/cfl and s/cp are working properly during 
the commanded maneuver. Figures 5.1 (a)-(b) show the angular rotation, angular velocities and 
the sequence of pulses in the three axes of s/cfI. 
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Figure 5.1. (c) Sequence of the Pulses (+1/0/-1 states) of s/cp w.r.t. s/c, (Healthy Scenario). 
Tracking errors, settling times and the number of generated pulses for s/c/j are shown in 
Table 5.VII. Since s/c/j and s/cp are identical spacecraft, the results of the above simulation are 
also valid for s/cp. 
Variable Settling Time Tracking Error Number of Pulses 





leader # 3 
n^Aco, 










t, = 500 
t, = 800 
ts = 650 
ts = 500 
ts = 800 




^track — 1 ' J J ^ ' J 
etrack- 1.30e-3 
e,rack = 2.00^-3 
etmck = 2.80e-5 
<W* = 3.50e-5 













=26 / Tppj2 =31 
=78 / TppT4=68 
=57/TPPT6=76 
Table 5.VII. Data Set for s/cfl Under Healthy Scenario. 
Based on the expected settling times and tracking errors (refer to Table 5.VI) and die results 
shown in Table 5.VII, one can conclude that the performance of the formation flying system 
fulfills the requirements of accuracy and precision. 
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5.2.2 Simulations for the Faulty Scenario 1 
Due to the loss of elasticity in the spring of the thruster PPT], the amount of force produced by 
the actuator is reduced by 15 %. Figures 5.2 (a)-(c) show the results obtained from s/cp acting 
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Figure 5.2. (b) Angular Velocity (in degree/seconds) ois/cp w.r.t. s/ct (Faulty Scenario 1). 
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Figure 5.2. (c) Sequence of the Pulses (+1/0/-1 states) ots/cp w.r.t. s/ct (Faulty Scenario 1). 
Table 5.VIII shows the performance parameters for s/cfl under the Faulty scenario 1 
conditions. Follower s/cp, is not subjected to a faulty actuator, therefore its results are the same as 
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Table 5.VIU. Data Set for s/cfl Under Faulty Scenario 1. 
Based on the expected settling times and tracking errors (refer to Table 5.VI) and the results 
shown in Table 5.VIII, one can conclude that the performance of the formation flying system 
fulfills the requirements of accuracy and precision. 
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5.2.3 Simulations of the Faulty Scenario 2 
For this faulty scenario we assume that in the case of PPT] the accumulation of particles 
(sedimentation) may produce force pulses 15% greater than the nominal values. Figures 5.3 (a)-
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Figure 5.3. (a) Angular Rotation (in quaternion) of s/cp w.r.t. s/ci (Faulty Scenario 2). 
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Figure 5.3. (b) Angular Velocity (in degree/seconds) ols/Cfi w.r.t. s/ct (Faulty Scenario 2). 
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Figure 5.3. (c) Sequence of the Pulses (+1/0/-1 states) of skp w.r.t. s/ct (Faulty Scenario 2). 
The performance parameters for s/cp under the Faulty scenario 2 conditions are shown in 
Table 5.VIX. Since the follower skp, is not subjected to faulty actuators therefore the results are 
the same as that of the healthy case (Table 5.VII). 
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Table 5.VIX. Data Set for s/cy, Under Faulty Scenario 2. 
Based on the expected settling times and tracking errors (refer to Table 5.VI) and the results 
shown in Table 5.VIX, one can conclude that the performance of the formation flying system 
fulfills the requirements of accuracy and precision. 
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5.2.4 Simulations for the Faulty Scenario 3 
The thruster's electric components may suffer from conductivity problems which could lead to a 
reduction in the amount of thrust produced. A conductivity fault in the thruster PPTj of s/cfl 
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Figure 5.4. (b) Angular Velocity (in degree/seconds) of s/cp w.r.t. s/ct (Faulty Scenario 3). 
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Figure 5.4. (c) Sequence of the Pulses (+1/0/-1 states) otskp w.r.t. s/ct (Faulty Scenario 3). 
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Table 5.X. Data set for skp Under Faulty Scenario 3. 
Based on the expected settling times and tracking errors (refer to Table 5.VI) and the results 
shown in Table 5.VX, one can conclude that the performance of the formation flying system 
fulfills the requirements of accuracy and precision. 
From the above four simulations we can conclude the following: 
• Low severity faults (~ 15%) do not affect the performance of the formation flying system, 
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meaning that although there is a faulty thruster, the precision that are required can be achieved 
by increasing the number of pulses generated by the thrusters. This characteristic suggests that 
the number of pulses generated by each thruster is a relevant variable. 
• Although the fault scenarios 1 and 3 are different (different fault causes) the results shown in 
the figures and the tables provided are the same. The reason being that from relative attitude 
control point of view the cause of the faulty actuator is not observable. What actually matters 
is the effect (reduction in the amount of thrust) that the fault produces. 
• From the three faulty scenarios we can observe that a spacecraft with an actuator suffering a 
low severity fault (15%) can still perform corrective maneuvers, and the reference relative 
attitude can still be reached but with different tracking errors and settling times in all the 
attitude variables. The faulty actuator produces changes in the number and the sequence of the 
generated pulses in the six thrusters. 
5.3 Design of the Neural Network FDI Scheme 
Following the motivations that have been explained in Chapter 4 and due to the promising results 
obtained in that chapter, dynamic neural networks are used as engine of our proposed FDI system 
based on the formation flying relative attitude control subsystem. Details on the structure of the 
dynamic neural model, the neuron's dynamic model and the Extended Dynamic Back 
Propagation (EDBP) training algorithm are given in Section 4.3. Specifically, we implement an 
FDI system that is composed of three Dynamic Neural Networks (DNNs). Figure 5.5 shows the 
schematic representation of the proposed DNN that is used for the roll angle during the training 
phase. This schematic representation also describes the proposed DNNs that are used for the pitch 
and yaw angles. The figure shows a three level system: Leader attitude control subsystem (ACS), 
follower 1 attitude control subsystem (ACS) and FDI scheme for the roll angle of the follower 1. 
As explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.1, the leader spacecraft corrects its angular rotations 
and velocities according to a set of reference values (i.e. expected angular rotations and 
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velocities). On the other hand, the followers use the angular rotations and velocities of the leader 
to perform control attitude actions. The proposed FDI scheme for the followers uses relative 
angular rotations and velocities. 
Each DNN has a 4-10-1 structure (four neurons in the input layer, ten neurons in the hidden 
layer and one neuron in the output layer) with second order Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) 
filters and hyperbolic tangent sigmoid and linear activation functions for the neurons in the 
hidden and output layers, respectively. Table 5.XI contains the details regarding the three 
networks. 
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Figure 5.5. Identification Model During the Training Phase. 
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Table 5.XI. Input/Output Data Set for the Three Networks. 
From Table 5.VXI one can see that each DNN estimates the angular velocity of one of the 
three axes of the spacecraft, specifically DNNron, DNNpitch and DNNyaw estimate the angular 
velocity in the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, respectively. For training purposes, we collect data from 
three different simulated missions. Starting with the same initial conditions as shown in equation 
(5.1), the simulated missions require the followers to rotate until they reach the following 
desirable attitude, namely the first mission is ([25°, 40°, 55°]), the second mission is ([20°, 45°, 
60°]), and the third mission ([35°, 45°, 55°]). Table 5.XII shows the references that are expressed 
in quaternions. 
Mission 1 
q0 = 0.8479 
q, = 0.02622 
q2 = 0.3901 
q3 = 0.358 
Mission 2 
q0 = 0.8212 
q, = -0.0495 
q2 = 0.4066 
q3 = 0.3974 
Mission 3 
q0 = 0.8347 
q, = 0.0779 
q2 = 0.452 
<fr = 0.3048 
Table 5.XII. References (in Quaternion Representation) for the Missions 1,2 and 3. 
Each DNN is trained until a termination criterion is fulfilled. In this case, the termination 
criterion (t.c.) that is used is the mean square error (mse) criterion. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the 
actual angular velocities and the corresponding estimations that are generated by the DNNs 
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Figure 5.6. Actual Angular Velocity During Mission 1. 
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Figure 5.7. Estimated Angular Velocity During Mission 1. 
After the training phase is completed, the parameters of the dynamic neural networks are 
fixed and the validation phase is initiated. A set of data is applied to the DNNs and their modeling 
performance is studied. Figure 5.8 shows the architecture of the DNN used for the roll angle 
during the validation phase. 
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Figure 5.8. Identification Model During the Validation Phase. 
Similar to the procedure performed in the training phase, in the validation phase we simulate 
three missions. According to the initial conditions (equation (5.1)) the followers must rotate until 
they reach the following desirable attitudes: for the fourth mission ([30°, 40°, 50°]), for the fifth 
mission ([30°, 45°, 55°]), and for the sixth mission ([35°, 50°, 60°]). Table 5.XIII shows the 
references that are expressed in the quaternions. 
Mission 4 Mission 5 Mission 6 
qo = 0.86 
q, = 0.0808 
q2 = 0.4022 
q3 = 0.3034 
qo = 0.8373 
q, = 0.04142 
q2 = 0.4383 
q3 = 0-3242 
q0 = 0.8121 
q, = 0.03449 
q2 = 0.4853 
q3 = 0.3221 
Table 5.XIH. References (in Quaternion Representation) for the Missions 4,5 and 6. 
The modeling capability of our DNN approach is illustrated in Figures 5.9-5.10. In these 
figures we depict the actual angular velocity and the corresponding estimation that is achieved by 
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the neural networks for the mission case 5. 
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Figure 5.9. Actual Angular Velocity During Mission 5. 
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Figure 5.10. Estimated Angular Velocity During Mission 5. 
The data set generated from the missions 1-6 include only the healthy data, therefore the 
selection of a fixed Threshold value is achieved according to these data. Similar to our FDI 
approach in the previous chapter, the Threshold is used to determine the health condition of the 
spacecraft during the maneuvers in a mission. For the complete FDI system we need three 
different Thresholds, one for each DNN. Consequently, each DNN with a fixed threshold can 
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determine the behavior of a pair of thrusters as being healthy or faulty. The calculation of the 
threshold (refer to equation (4.2)) that is used by the FDI scheme proposed in Chapter 4, utilizes 
the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). As shown in equation (5.2), the proposed FDI scheme utilizes 
the Sum of Absolute Error (SAE) from the expected settling time (ts) to the final time (tfinai). 
By using equation (5.3), the Thresholds value for DNNron is determined. The coefficient 
oroii is a constant which is used to adjust the healthy/faulty classification for the DNNroll. 
TSAErJD 
Threshold^, = — h arr 
J^SAErJl) 
max( SAErJ I )lt - J=l (5.3) 
where / represents the l-th mission (i.e. for the calculation of the Threshold values, the SAE values 
of the six missions were utilized). The procedure for determining the Threshold value for the 
other two DNN (i.e. DNNpitch and DNNyaw) is the same than the one used for DNNroli. Table 
5.XIV shows the values for o and the Threshold for each DNN. 
DNNroU DNNpitch DNNYaw 
tn 1.208 2.450 1.032 
Threshold 135.00 50.00 76.00 
Table 5.XIV. Threshold Fixed Values for Our Proposed FDI approach. 
The health status of the actuators during a mission is represented by SAE. If this value 
exceeds the Threshold, the corresponding pair of thrusters is considered as being faulty. On the 
other hand, if SAE does not exceeds the Threshold, the pair is considered as a healthy pair. The 
schematic of our proposed DNN based FDI scheme is now shown in Figure 5.11. The input data 
set u\ u'2 Mj u\ is normalized before being presented to the DNN. Using the normalized 
actual output yi,actuai(k+l) and the output of the network y^k+l), the decision making block 
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Figure 5.11. FD Scheme for a Follower Spacecraft in a Formation Flying. 
5.4. Simulations for the FDI 
Our proposed FDI scheme can detect faults which affect the behavior of the relative attitude 
control. The utilization of three DNN, allows us to identify which pair of the PPT thrusters is the 
source of a fault. 
To investigate the performance of our proposed FDI scheme, we simulate the formation 
flying system as described in Section 5.2 performing three different rotational maneuvers. The 
three different fault scenarios considered are the following: 
Faulty Scenario 1: From the initial conditions shown in equation (5.1), a desirable angular 
rotation of [25°, 30°, 40°] must be reached by s/cf] and s/c^. A mass fault reduction of the thruster 
PPT2 of s/Cfj is injected at time t = 0 seconds (see Faulty Scenario 1 in Section 4.2.2). Equation 




[3.00xlO-9fe; f>0 (5.4) 
Figure 5.12 shows the real effect that this fault produces on the thruster PPT2 and Table 
5.XV presents the results that are obtained by using our proposed FDI scheme. 
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Figure 5.12. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPT,/PPT2 (Faulty Scenario 1). 
The number of pulses that are generated by PPT] and PPT2 are 10 and 2890, respectively. 
Figure 5.12 shows that the torque produced by PPT] is within the healthy zone (~ 5e-6 [Nm]), 
meanwhile PPT2 generates 2890 faulty pulses (~ 4.7e-6 [Nm]). As explained in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.3.2, PPT] and PPT2 generate torques in the +x and -x axes, respectively. 













Table 5.XV. Health Analysis Results Obtained by Our Proposed FDI Approach Under Faulty Scenario 1. 
Additional information can be extracted from the above results. In this case, when the 
thruster PPT2 generates less torque than expected, the amount of pulses generated by that actuator 
is "considerably" higher than the amount of pulses generated by the other actuator (PPT]). 
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Faulty Scenario 2: From the initial conditions shown in equation (5.1), a desirable angular 
rotation of [20°, 35°, 45°] must be reached by s/cf] and s/cp.. A fault due to the accumulation of 
particles in the inner face of the electrodes of the PPT3 thruster of s/cf] is injected at time t = 0 
seconds (see Faulty Scenario 2 in Section 4.2.3). Equation (5.5) shows the structural changes that 
are introduced in the experimental system, where 
f 0.0254m; t<0 
WPPT, 0.02195m; t>0 
(5.5) 
Figure 5.13 shows the real effect that this fault produces on the thruster PPT3 and Table 
5.XVI presents the results that are obtained by using our proposed FDI scheme. 
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Figure 5.13. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPT3/PPT4 (Faulty Scenario 2). 
2500 
The number of pulses that are generated by PPT3 and PPT4 are 104 and 577, respectively. 
Figure 5.13 shows that 104 pulses produced by PPT3 are faulty (~ 5.8e-6 [Nm]), meanwhile the 
577 pulses generated by PPT4 are within the healthy zone (~ 5e-6 [Nm]). PPT3 and PPT4 generate 
torques in +y and -y axes, respectively (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2). 
Based on the results shown in Table 5.XVI, we detect the presence of a fault in the pair of 
thrusters PPT^PPT^ The other two pairs of thrusters are identified as healthy. 
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SAEj Threshold; Health Status-, 
DNNRo„ 100.21 135.00 Healthy 
DNNpud, 57.88 50.00 Faulty 
DNNYaw 39.75 76.00 Healthy 
Table 5.XVI. Health Analysis Results Obtained by Our Proposed FDI Approach Under Faulty Scenario 2. 
In this case, a similar analysis to the one conducted for the previous case can also be 
performed. When the thruster PPT3 generates more torque than expected, the amount of pulses 
generated by that actuator is 'considerably' less than the amount of pulses generated by the other 
actuator (PPT4). 
Faulty Scenario 3: From the initial conditions that are shown in Equation (5.1), a desirable 
angular rotation of [25°, 35°, 45°] must be reached by s/cf] and s/cp.. Loss of conductivity of 
electrical components of the PPT6 thruster of s/cp generates a fault which is injected at time t = 0 
seconds (see Faulty Scenario 3 in Section 4.2.4). Equation (5.6) shows the structural changes that 
are introduced in the experimental system, where 
fO.OOQ; f < 0 
RvePPT = i (5-6) pe
'
PPTb
 [o .o8a- t>o 
Figure 5.14 shows the real effect that this fault produces on the thruster PPT6 and Table 
5.XVII presents the results that are obtained by using our proposed FDI scheme. 
The number of pulses that are generated by PPT5 and PPT6 are 2523 and 13, respectively. 
Figure 5.14 shows that PPT5 generates 2523 faulty pulses (~ 4.7e-6 [Nm]). On the other hand 
PPT4 generates 13 healthy pulses (~ 5e-6 [Nm]). PPT5 and PPT6 generate torques in the +z and -
z axes, respectively (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2). 
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Figure 5.14. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPT5/ PPT6 (Faulty Scenario 3). 
Based on the results shown in Table 5.XVII, we detect the presence of a fault in the pair of 
thrusters PPT3/PPT4. The other two pairs of thrusters are identified as healthy. 













Table 5.XVII. Health Analysis Results Obtained by Our Proposed FDI Approach Under Faulty Scenario 3. 
Finally, from this simulated faulty scenario, we can see that when thruster PPT5 generates 
less torque than expected, the amount of pulses generated by this actuator is 'considerably' higher 
than the amount of pulses generated by the other actuator (PPTs). 
Based on the number of pulses that are generated by the faulty pair of thrusters in the three cases 
simulated above we can infer the following cause-effect relationships: 
• In the case of a faulty pair of thrusters, one of the thrusters generates more pulses than the 
other and that difference is "considerable". 
• If the faulty thruster is the one which generates more pulses, then we can infer that the fault 
produces a reduction in the amount of thrust generated by each pulse. 
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• If the faulty thruster is the one which generates fewer pulses, then we can infer that the fault 
produces an augmentation in the amount of thrust produced by each pulse. 
5.5. Conclusions 
A dynamic neural network-based fault detection and isolation scheme is developed to detect 
faults in the actuators of a follower spacecraft in a formation flying mission. The implemented 
attitude control subsystem uses a leader/follower architecture. Our proposed FDI scheme requires 
data from the attitude control subsystem of the follower. According to the simulation results, our 
proposed FDI scheme can detect the pair of thrusters which is faulty. Based on the number of 
pulses generated by the faulty pair, a second step analysis is performed. Using this analysis and 
depending on which thruster is faulty, one can identify if the fault produces an increase or a 
decrease in the amount of thrust produced. 
The proposed scheme does not require exhaustive computational load. With only three 
dynamic neural networks one can monitor the health status of the complete set of actuators. It 
represents a promising detection capability, however as far as the isolation purposes are 
concerned, it does not work properly. Another characteristic of this approach is that the health 
monitoring analysis must be performed after the termination of the mission, implying that the 
fault detection cannot be performed in real-time. 
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Chapter 6 
An Integrated Fault Detection and Isolation Scheme 
Accurate coordination of the spacecraft in a formation flying mission is one of the most important 
requirements of the attitude control subsystem. Malfunctions in the spacecraft's components such 
as sensors and actuators may produce loss of coordination accuracy which may degenerate into 
fatal catastrophes. Detecting and isolating a faulty component allows the control subsystem to 
avoid the occurrence of failure by replacing the damaged component or make rearrangements 
(reconfiguration) in the control structure. Current literature presents a number of different FDI 
schemes for conventional single spacecraft. Despite the increased interest in the formation flying 
missions the lack of available FDI schemes is quite evident. 
In Chapter 4 we have developed a "Low Level" or a "component level" FDI scheme based 
on dynamic neural networks for health monitoring PPT actuators of a spacecraft. The 
performance results obtained reveled that the use of a single fixed threshold to determine the 
health status of a thruster affects the precision of our FDI approach. In Chapter 5, dynamic neural 
networks are used again to develop an alternative "High Level" or "control level" FDI scheme for 
detecting behavioral deviations in the relative attitudes of the formation flying spacecraft. This 
second approach effectively can only detect faults and cannot determine which actuator is the 
faulty one and when the fault is injected. In this chapter, we take advantage of the strengths of the 
previous two FDI schemes and propose a new integrated FDI scheme. The complete structure of 
our proposed FDI scheme is presented and explained. In order to measure the capabilities of the 
proposed approach, experimental faulty scenarios are simulated and evaluated. Finally, some 
comments on our proposed FDI scheme are presented in the conclusion section. 
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6.1 Simulation Environment of the Integrated FDI 
In Chapter 4, Section 4.1, we presented simulation environmental characteristics that are utilized 
to represent the electromechanical behavior of the pulsed-plasma thruster (PPT). The possible 
fault causes are also described and the data set needed by our "Low Level" FDI scheme was 
described. Chapter 5, Section 5.1, presented the simulated operational environment and 
spacecraft's characteristics that are valid for the simulated formation flying mission. We 
generated the data set that is needed by the "High Level" FDI scheme. All the above 
characteristics are also valid for the simulations that are performed in this chapter. 
6.2 Integrated Neural Network FDI Scheme 
The "Low Level" FDI scheme proposed in Chapter 4 is shown in Figure 6.1. This scheme is 
composed of three identical DNNs which analyze and determine the health status of the six PPT. 
The thrusters are grouped into pairs with a common capacitor implying that the pair of thrusters 
cannot be activated at the same time. Each DNN uses the capacitor voltage {yx^(k), Vy^^k), 
vz-axis(k)) to estimate its corresponding discharge current (yx-axis,est(k+l), ;yy.(W.r,„,('&+U yz.axis,esJk+\)) 
produced during the activation of each thruster. The estimated discharge currents are compared 
with the actual discharge currents (yx-axiS(k+l), yy-axis(k+l), yz-axis(k+\f) and the residuals are 
generated (residuals are calculated using the mean absolute error MAE). If any residual is above 
or bellow a previously defined Threshold value (the three DNNs use the same fixed Threshold), 
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Figure 6.1. Proposed "Low Level" FDI Scheme. 
Figure 6.2 shows the "High Level" FDI scheme that was proposed in Chapter 5 which is 
composed by three DNNs. As described in Chapter 5, Section 5.3, a set of three relative attitude 
variables and the sequence of pulses that are generated by the corresponding pair of thrusters 
( u\ u\ u\ u\ 1 ) are presented to each DNN (the three DNNs are not identical). The three 
components of the relative angular velocity are estimated (yROLL,est(k+\), ypiTCH,est(k+l), 
yYAw.eJk+1)) and compared with the actual variables (yROLL,acmai(k+\), ypircH.actua^k+l), 
yrAw,actuai(k+l)). Using equations (5.2) and (5.3) the three residual values are calculated (EKoLL,abs, 
EpircH.abs, EYAw,abs) and then compared with the corresponding Threshold value (this approach 
uses different Threshold values for each DNN). If any residual exceeds its corresponding 
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Figure 6.2. Proposed "High Level" FDI Scheme. 
In the previous chapters we demonstrated that under the presence of a faulty actuator the 
"High Level" FDI scheme is an efficient fault detection tool. Using the relative attitude variables, 
we can detect abnormal spacecraft's behavior and can identify the pair of thrusters where the fault 
is located at. Furthermore, after the detection of the faulty pair and based on the number of pulses 
that are generated by the faulty pair, we can categorize the possible type of fault (e.g. an increase 
or a decrease in the amount of thrust) that is affecting each thruster. Unfortunately, the "High 
Level" FDI scheme cannot isolate the faulty actuator. On the other hand, the "Low Level" FDI 
scheme can analyze the health status of the six thrusters pulse by pulse. The difficulty is with the 
utilization of a single fixed Threshold value for determining the occurrence of a fault. Clearly, 
when the produced thrust is 15% less than the expected value (see Chapter 4, Sections 4.2.2 and 
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4.2.4), the required Threshold should be different from that when the produced thrust is 15% 
higher than the expected one (see Chapter 4, Sections 4.2.3). 
By integrating the above FDI schemes one can take advantage of the strengths of each 
scheme and at same time reduce their individual weaknesses. The "Integrated" FDI scheme uses 
the "High Level" approach for detecting which pair of thrusters is healthy and which one is 
faulty. Once the faulty thruster pair is identified, the "Integrated" FDI scheme uses the "Low 
Level" approach to investigate which thruster is faulty one and, more specifically, which one of 
the generated pulses is faulty. For the sake of brevity, the variables that are defined in Tables 6.1-
6.III are used to represent the faulty pair of thrusters that is detected by the "High Level" FDI 
scheme. 




leader1 PPT( + ) / PPT( -) 








sequence of pulses about the x-axis (s/cfJ w.r.t. S/Q) 
pulses that are generated by the thruster PPT, 
pulses that are generated by the thruster PPT2 
capacitor voltage vx-axis 
estimated discharge current yx.axis 
discharge current of thruster PPT, 
discharge current of thruster PPT2 
Table 6.1. Definition of Variables used by the "Integrated" FDI Scheme when PPT,/PPT2 is the Faulty Pair of 
Thrusters. 




leader1 PPT( + )/PPT( -) 








sequence of pulses about the y-axis (s/cfj w.r.t. s/ci) 
pulses that are generated by the thruster PPT3 
pulses that are generated by the thruster PPT4 
capacitor voltage vy.axis 
estimated discharge current yy.axis 
discharge current of thruster PPT3 
discharge current of thruster PPT4 
Table 6.II. Definition of Variables used by the "Integrated" FDI Scheme when PPT3/PPT4 is the Faulty Pair of 
Thrusters. 
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leader1 PPT( + ) / PPT( - ) 








sequence of pulses about the z-axis (s/cfj w.r.t. s/cj) 
pulses that are generated by the thruster PPT5 
pulses that are generated by the thruster PPT6 
capacitor voltage vz-axis 
estimated discharge current yz.axis 
discharge current of thruster PPT5 
discharge current of thruster PPT6 
Table 6.III. Definition of Variables used by the "Integrated" FDI Scheme when PPT./PPT6 is the Faulty Pair of 
Thrusters. 
From the results presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.5, it is evident that the precision of the 
scheme can be improved by utilization of two fixed Threshold values, a lower Threshold value 
for faulty scenarios where the actual amount of thrust is higher than expected value and a higher 
Threshold value for faulty scenarios where the actual amount of thrust is smaller than the 
expected value. Based on the number of pulses generated by the pair of thrusters that is declared 
as a faulty pair, in Chapter 5, Section 5.4, an important cause-effect relationship was established. 
This relationship allows the construction of a Logic Threshold Selection Block which is 
represented by the diagram that is shown in Figure 6.3 and is described below: 
• After the detection of the faulty pair of thruster, the sequence of pulses f°"°ZeaderTppT( + )/ppT(-) 
is presented to the Logic Threshold Selection Block. 
• The Logic Threshold Selection Block determines the number of pulses that were generated by 
each thruster (e.g. #PPT( + )and#PPT(-)) and then determines which one of the thruster 
generated the biggest number of pulses. 
• If the number of pulses generated by the thruster PPT(+) (e.g.#PPT( + )) is bigger than the 
number of pulses generated by the thruster PPT(-) (e.g. #PPT(-)) The "Low Level" FDI 
scheme must employ the Upper Threshold and the Lower Threshold for the health analysis of 
PPT(+) and PPT(-), respectively. The "Low Level" FDI scheme must employ the Upper 













Threshold (PPT(+)) = Upper Threshold 
Threshold (PPT(-)) = Lower Threshold 
Threshold (PPT(+)) = Upper Threshold 
Threshold (PPT(-)) = Lower Threshold 
Figure 6.3. Representative Diagram of the Logic Threshold Selection. 
Now, with the Logic Threshold Selection Block specified, the integrated FDI scheme is 
complete. Figure 6.4 shows our proposed FDI scheme. Using the three DNNs of the "High Level" 
FDI scheme, we detect if an abnormality occurs in the roll, pitch or yaw angles, and then identify 
the pair of thrusters that is responsible for the abnormality. Based on the number of pulses 
generated by the pair of thrusters identified in the "High Level" FDI scheme, the Logic Threshold 
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Selection Block selects a proper Threshold value for each thruster. A single DNN extracted from 
the "Low Level" FDI scheme is required. Using this DNN to model the pair of thrusters, the 
residuals (MAE) are generated and then using the corresponding Threshold values the health 
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Figure 6.4. Proposed "Integrated" FDI Scheme. 
Based on the results obtained in Chapter 4, Section 4.4, we fixed the Lower and the Upper 
Thresholds at 0.030 and 0.037, respectively. 
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6.3. Simulations Results for the Integrated FDI 
To investigate the performance of our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme we consider the 
following 3 faulty cases: 
• Fault Case 1: Mass fault reduction is a type of fault that affects the production of thrust. With 
less amount of propellant mass available, the amount of particles ablated and ionized also 
decreases generating a reduction in the amount of thrust generated by the actuator. 
• Fault Case 2: The ablation process transforms the solid propellant into the exhaust plasma, 
but small portions of the propellant may not be transformed, resulting in particles which are 
added to the inner face of the electrodes. After several pulses, this situation may lead to 
degradations of the PPT performance. 
• Fault Case 3: Due to wear and tear, conductivity of the wires, capacitor and electrodes may 
decrease. As a consequence of this, the amount of thrust produced may be changed in an 
unpredictable manner. 
To test our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme, eight faulty scenarios are simulated and the 
details are shown in Table 6.IV. The injected faults are simulated by modifying the corresponding 













[20°, 30°, 40°] 
[25°, 30°, 40°] 
[20°, 35°, 45°] 
[25°, 35°, 45°] 
[25°, 40°, 55°] 
[30°, 40°, 50°] 
[20°, 45°, 60°] 











Type of Fault 
Faulty Case 1 (15 %) 
Faulty Case 1 (15 %) 
Faulty Case 2 (15%) 
Faulty Case 2 (15 %) 
Faulty Case 3 (incremental) 
Faulty Case 3 (incremental) 
Faulty Case 2 (incremental) 
Faulty Case 2 (incremental) 
Occurrence 
Time 
t = 0 sec 
t = 0 sec 
t = 0 sec 
t = 0 sec 
t = 400 sec 
t = 400 sec 
t = 300 sec 
t = 300 sec 
Table 6.IV. Health Analysis Conditions Considered by Our Proposed "Integrated" FDI Approach. 
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Fault Scenario 3: 
_ J 0.0254m; t<0 
WppT
*~ [0.02195m; t>0 
Fault Scenario 4: 




Fault Scenario 5: 
R pe.PPT, 1 -
100 
1 + 0.009X/ 
0.0001 D.; t<400 
-85 
1750 
+ 0.9919 SI; t> 400,1 = 1,2,3, >°° 
(6.3) 
Fault Scenario 6: 
"pe,PPT6 < 
100 
1 + 0.009XZ 
0.0001 ^  *<400 
-85 
1750 
+ 0.9919 SI; r> 400,/= 1,2,3, ,oo 
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Fault Scenario 7: 
wD 1 -
100 




- + 0.9780 m; t> 300,/ = 1,2,3, ,°° 
(6.4) 
Fault Scenario 8: 
w. PPT, 
100 
1 +0.0001 x/ 
0.0254 m; t<300 
-115 
6400 
- + 0.9780 m; t> 300,/ = 1,2,3, ,°° 
Fault Scenario 1 Results: Figures 6.5 shows the actual reduction in the amount of torque that is 
generated by the thruster PPTi due to the injected fault. All the pulses generated by PPT] are 
outside the healthy zone. On the other hand, PPT2 did not generate pulses during the entire 
rotational maneuver. 
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I Healthy Zone PPT2 
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Time [seconds] 
Figure 6.5. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPT]/ PPT2 for Fault Scenario 1. 
As shown in Figure 6.6, the first stage of our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme estimates 
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the three components of the angular velocity and then compares the estimates with the actual 
variables to generate the corresponding residuals (SAEt). The results are shown in Table 6.V. 













Table 6.V. Health Analysis Results Obtained by Our Proposed FDI Approach under Fault Scenario 1 
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Figure 6.6. First Stage Analysis of the "Integrated" FDI Scheme for Fault Scenario 1. 
The fault is declared in the pair of thrusters PPT J PPT2. Based on the number of pulses that 
are generated by the pair, the Logic Threshold Selection Block defines the Threshold value for 
both thrusters (Figure 6.7). Table 6.VI shows the resulting Thresholds. In this case, since the 
thruster PPT2 does not produce any pulse it is evident that the faulty thruster must be PPTj. 
Number of Pulses Threshold Value 
PPTj 
PPT2 
2770 0.0370 (Upper) 
0 0.0300 (Lower) 
Table 6.VI. Logic Threshold Selection under Fault Scenario 1. 
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Figure 6.7. Logic Threshold Selection of the "Integrated" FDI Scheme for Fault Scenario 1. 
Once the Thresholds are assigned, the proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme activates the 
second stage of the detection and isolation (Figure 6.8). Figure 6.9 shows the health status signal 
for PPT, and PPT2 for all the simulated period. According to these status signals the entire set of 
pulses are generated by PPT/. Since PPT2 did not generate any pulse, no health status signal is 
produced. As shown in Figure 6.10, the first faulty pulse that is generated by PPTi is the pulse 
number 1. Table 6.VII shows the final health monitoring results that are obtained by using our 
























Faulty Case 1 or 3 
No fault detected 
Table 6.VII. "Integrated" FDI Scheme Results for s/cfl under Fault Scenario 1. 
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Figure 6.8. Second Stage Analysis of the "Integrated" FDI Scheme for Fault Scenario 1. 
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Initialization of the Fault (PPT1) 
•0— 4—4—4—4—*---$—$—(y—Q— 4—•---4— 
Pulse Number 1 
Healthy Zone PPT1 
10 12 14 2 4 6 8 
Pulses 
Figure 6.10. Initialization of the Fault which Affects PPTi for the Fault Scenario 1. 
For the sake of brevity, figures such as Figures 6.6 to 6.8 are not shown for the following 
simulated seven faulty scenarios. 
Fault Scenario 2 Results: Figure 6.11 shows the actual reduction in the amount of torque that is 
generated by the thruster PPT4 due to the injected fault. All the pulses that are generated by PPT4 
are outside the healthy zone. On the other hand, PPT3 generates only healthy pulses. The first 
stage of our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme estimates the three components of the angular 
velocity and then compares the estimates with the actual variables to generate the corresponding 
residuals (SAEi). The results are shown in Table 6.VIII. 
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Figure 6.11. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPT3/ PPT4 for the Fault Scenario 2. 














Table 6.VIII. Health Analysis Results Obtained by Our Proposed FDI Approach under Fault Scenario 2. 
The fault is declared in the pair of thrusters PPT3I PPT4. Based on the number of pulses 
generated by the pair, the Logic Threshold Selection Block especifies the Threshold values for 
both thrusters. Table 6.IX shows the resulting Thresholds. 
Number of Pulses Threshold Value 
PPT3 
PPT4 
5 0.0300 (Lower) 
2883 0.0370 (Upper) 
Table 6.IX. Logic Threshold Selection under Fault Scenario 2. 
Once the Thresholds are assigned, the proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme activates the 
second stage of the detection and isolation. Figure 6.12 shows the health status signal for PPT3 
and PPT4 for all the simulated period. According to these health status signals, the entire set of 
pulses generated by PPT4 is faulty and the 5 pulses generated by PPTj are healthy. A s shown in 
Figure 6.13, the first faulty pulse generated by PPT4 is the pulse number 1. Table 6.X shows the 



























No fault detected 
Faulty Case 1 or 3 
Table 6.X. "Integrated" FDI Scheme Results for s/c/i under Fault Scenario 2. 






Healthy Zone PP13 
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Pulses 
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Figure 6.12. Health Status Signals for PPT3/ PPT4 (Fault Scenario 2). 
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Figure 6.13. Initialization of the Fault which Affects PPT4 (Fault Scenario 2). 
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Fault Scenario 3 Results: Figures 6.14 shows the actual augmentation in the amount of the 
torque that is generated by the thruster PPTS due to the injected fault. All the pulses generated by 
PPT5 are outside the healthy zone. On the other hand, PPT& generates only healthy pulses. The 
first stage of our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme estimates the three components of the 
angular velocity and then compares the estimates with the actual variables to generate the 
corresponding residuals (SAE,). The results are shown in Table 6.XI. 













Table 6.XI. Health Analysis Results Obtained by our Proposed FDI Approach for the Fault Scenario 3. 
x l O Actual Sequence of Pulses 
• • -4 -H-4 44 1--
Healthy Zone PPT5 
I Heal thy Zone PPT6 
0 500 2500 1000 1500 2000 
Time [seconds] 
Figure 6.14. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPT5/ PPT6 for the Fault Scenario 3. 
The fault is declared in the pair of thrusters PPT5/ PPT6. Based on the number of pulses 
generated by the pair, the Logic Threshold Selection Block especifies the Threshold values for 
both thrusters. Table 6.XII shows the resulting Thresholds. 
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Number of Pulses Threshold Value 
PPTS 115 0.0300 (Lower) 
PPT6 541 0.0370 (Upper) 
Table 6.XII. Logic Threshold Selection under the Fault Scenario 3. 
Once the Thresholds are assigned, the proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme activates the 
second stage of the detection and isolation. Figure 6.15 shows the health status signals for PPT5 
and PPT6 during the simulated period. According to the health status signals, the entire set of 
pulses generated by PPT5 is faulty meanwhile the pulses generated by PPT6 are healthy. As 
shown in Figure 6.16, there are seven pulses that are generated by PPTs that were declared as 
healthy but actually, they were faulty (FALSE NEGATIVE). Table 6.XIII shows the final health 
























Faulty Case 2 
No fault detected 
Table 6.XIII. 'Combined' FDI Scheme Results for s/cfl under Faulty Scenario 3 Conditions. 









Health Status PPT6 
Healthy Zone PPT6 
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Figure 6.15. Health Status Signal for PPTs/ PPT6 (Fault Scenario 3). 
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0.0301. 






20 80 100 40 60 
Pulses 
Figure 6.16. Misclassification of Pulses Generated by PPT5 (Fault Scenario 3). 
Fault Scenario 4 Results; Figures 6.17 shows the actual augmentation in the amount of the 
torque generated by the thruster PPT2 due to the injected fault. All the pulses that are generated 
by PPT2 are outside the healthy zone. On the other hand, PPT] generates only healthy pulses. The 
first stage of our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme estimates the three components of the 
angular velocity and then compares the estimates with the actual variables to generate the 
corresponding residuals (SAE,). The results are shown in Table 6.XIV. 













Table 6.XIY. Health Analysis Results Obtained by our Proposed FDI approach for the Fault Scenario 4. 
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Figure 6.17. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPT]/ PPT2 for the Fault Scenario 4. 
The fault is declared in the pair of thrusters PPTJ PPT2. Based on the number of pulses that 
are generated by the pair, the Logic Threshold Selection Block defines the Threshold values for 
both thrusters. Table 6.XV shows the resulting Thresholds. 
Number of Pulses Threshold Value 
PP^ 
PPT2 
338 0.0370 (Upper) 
44 0.0300 (Lower) 
Table 6.XV. Logic Threshold Selection for the Fault Scenario 4. 
Once the Thresholds are assigned, the proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme activates the 
second stage of the detection and isolation. Figure 6.18 shows the health status signal for PPTj 
and PPT2 during the simulated period. According to the health status signals, the entire set of 
pulses generated by PPT2 is faulty meanwhile the pulses generated by PPT} are healthy. Table 
6.XVI shows the final health monitoring results that are obtained by using our proposed 

























No fault detected 
Faulty Case 2 
Table 6.XVI. "Integrated" FDI Scheme Results for s/cfl for the Fault Scenario 4. 
Health Status PPT1 
| f 0.036 
| 0.034 
S 0.032 Healthy Zone PPT1 
2 0.028 L 
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Pulses 
Health Status PPT2 
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Figure 6.18. Health Status Signal for PPT,/ PPT2 (Fault Scenario 4). 
Fault Scenario 5 Results: Figures 6.19 shows the actual reduction in the amount of the torque 
generated by the thruster PPT3 due to the fault injected after t = 400 sec. Meanwhile, some of the 
pulses that are generated by PPT3 are outside the healthy zone, and the pulses that are generated 
by PPT4 are healthy. The first stage of our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme estimates the three 
components of the angular velocity and then compares the estimates with the actual variables to 
generate the corresponding residuals (SAEj). The results are shown in Table 6.XVII. 














Table 6.XVII. Health Analysis Results Obtained by our Proposed FDI Approach for the Fault Scenario 5. 
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xlO Actual Sequence of Pulses 
1000 1500 2000 2500 
Time [seconds] 
Figure 6.19. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPTi/ PPT2 for the Fault Scenario 5. 
The fault is declared in the pair of thrusters PPT3IPPT4. Based on the number of pulses that 
are generated by the pair, the Logic Threshold Selection Block defines the Threshold values for 
both thrusters. Table 6.XVIII shows the resulting Thresholds. 
Number of Pulses Threshold Value 
PPT3 
PPT4 
545 0.0370 (Upper) 
153 0.0300 (Lower) 
Table 6.XVIII. Logic Threshold Selection for the Fault Scenario 5. 
Once the Thresholds are assigned, the proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme activates the 
second stage of the detection and isolation. Figure 6.20 shows the health status signal for PPT3 
and PPT4 during the simulated period. According to the health status signals, the faulty pulses 
that are generated by PPT3 start with the pulse number 107, meanwhile all the pulses that are 
generated by PPT4 are healthy. Figure 6.21 shows the progressive increase of the fault severity in 
PPT3. Table 6.XIX shows the final health monitoring results that are obtained by using our 

























No fault detected 
Faulty Case 1 or 3 
Table 6.XIX. "Integrated" FDI Scheme Results for s/cfl for the Fault Scenario 5. 
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Figure 6.20. Health Status Signal for PFiy PPT4 (Fault Scenario 5). 
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Figure 6.21. Misclassification of Pulses Generated by PPT3 (Fault Scenario 5). 
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Fault Scenario 6 Results; Figures 6.22 shows the actual reduction in the amount of the torque 
that is generated by the thruster PPT6 due to the fault that is injected after t = 400 sec. Meanwhile, 
some of the pulses that are generated by PPT6 are outside the healthy zone, and all the pulses that 
are generated by PPT5 are healthy. The first stage of our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme 
estimates the three components of the angular velocity and then compares the estimates with the 
actual variables to generate the corresponding residuals (SAE,). The results are shown in Table 
6.XX. 













Table 6.XX. Health Analysis Results Obtained by our Proposed FDI Approach for the Fault Scenario 6. 
x JO"6 Actual Sequence of Pulses 
6f 
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Figure 6.22. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPTj/ PPTj for the Fault Scenario 6. 
The fault is declared in the pair of thrusters PPT5IPPT6. Based on the number of pulses that 
are generated by the pair, the Logic Threshold Selection Block defines the Threshold values for 
both thrusters. Table 6.XXI shows the resulting Thresholds. 
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Number of Pukes Threshold Value 
P~PT5 256 0.0300 (Lower) 
PPT6 861 0.0370 (Upper) 
Table 6.XXI. Logic Threshold Selection for the Fault Scenario 6. 
Once the Thresholds are assigned, the proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme activates the 
second stage of the detection and isolation. Figure 6.23 shows the health status signal for PPT5 
and PPT6 during the simulated period. According to the health status signals, the faulty pulses 
that are generated by PPT6 start with the pulse number 41 , meanwhile all the pulses that are 
generated by PPT5 are healthy. Figure 6.24 shows the progressive increase of the fault severity in 
PPT6. Table 6.XXII shows the final health monitoring results that are obtained by using our 
























No fault detected 
Faulty Case 1 or 3 
Table 6.XXII. "Integrated" FDI Scheme Results for slcfl for the Fault Scenario 6. 
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Figure 6.24. Misclassification of Pulses Generated by PPT« (Fault Scenario 6). 
Fault Scenario 7 Results: Figures 6.25 shows the actual augmentation in the amount of the 
torque that is generated by the thruster PPT3 due to the fault injected after t = 300 sec. 
Meanwhile, some of the pulses that are generated by PPT3 are outside the healthy zone, and all 
the pulses that are generated by PPT4 are healthy. The first stage of our proposed "Integrated" 
FDI scheme estimates the three components of the angular velocity and then compares the 
estimates with the actual variables to generate the corresponding residuals (SAEi). The results are 
shown in Table 6.XXIII. 













Table 6.XXIII. Health Analysis Results Obtained by our Proposed FDI Approach for the Fault Scenario 7. 
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Figure 6.25. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPT3/ PPT4 for the Fault Scenario 7. 
The fault is declared in the pair of thrusters PPT3I PPT4. Based on the number of pulses that 
are generated by the pair, the Logic Threshold Selection Block defines the Threshold values for 
both thrusters. Table 6.XXIV shows the resulting Thresholds. 
Number of Pulses Threshold Value 
PPT3 
PPT4 
235 0.0300 (Lower) 
849 0.0370 (Upper) 
Table 6.XXIV. Logic Threshold Selection under Fault Scenario 7. 
Once the Thresholds are assigned, the proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme activates the 
second stage of the detection and isolation. Figure 6.26 shows the health status signal for PPT3 
and PPT4 during the simulated period. According to die health status signals, PPT3 generates an 
isolated faulty pulse (number 80) and then starting with the pulse number 114 all the remaining 
generated pulses are faulty. All the pulses that are generated by PPT4 are healthy. Figure 6.27 
shows the progressive increase of the fault severity in PPT3. Table 6.XXV shows the final health 

























Faulty Case 2 
No fault detected 
Table 6.XXV. "Integrated" FDI Scheme Results for s/cfl for the Fault Scenario 7 Conditions. 
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Figure 6.26. Health Status Signal for PFiy PPT4 (Fault Scenario 7). 
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Figure 6.27. Misclassification of Pulses Generated by PPT3 (Fault Scenario 7). 
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Fault Scenario 8 Results: Figures 6.28 shows the actual augmentation in the amount of the 
torque that is generated by the thruster PPT4 due to the fault that is injected after t = 300 sec. 
Meanwhile, some of the pulses that are generated by PPT4 are outside the healthy zone and all the 
pulses that are generated by PPT3 are healthy. The first stage of our proposed "Integrated" FDI 
scheme estimates the three components of the angular velocity and then compares the estimates 
with the actual variables to generate the corresponding residuals {SAE,). The results are shown in 
Table 6.XXVI. 













Table 6.XXVI. Health Analysis Results Obtained by our Proposed FDI Approach for the Fault Scenario 8. 
x jo^ Actual Sequence of Pulses 
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Figure 6.28. Actual Sequence of Pulses Generated by PPT3/ PPT4 for the Fault Scenario 8. 
The fault is declared in the pair of thrusters PPT3IPPT4. Based on the number of pulses that 
are generated by the pair, the Logic Threshold Selection Block defines the Threshold values for 
both thrusters. Table 6.XXVII shows the resulting Thresholds. 
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Number of Pulses Threshold Value 
PPTj 769 0.0370 (Upper) 
PPT4 191 0.0300 (Lower) 
Table 6.XXVI1. Logic Threshold Selection for the Fault Scenario 8. 
Once the Thresholds are assigned, the proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme activates the 
second stage of the detection and isolation. Figure 6.29 shows the health status signals for PPT3 
and PPT4 during the simulated period. According to the health status signals of PPT4, there are 
five healthy pulses that are misclassified as faulty (pulses: 60, 62, 66, 70 and 75) and one faulty 
pulse misclassified as a healthy pulse (pulse number 81). As expected, all the pulses that are 
generated by PPT3 are healthy. Figure 6.30 shows the progressive increase of the fault severity in 
PPT4. Table 6.XXVIII shows the final health monitoring results that are obtained by using our 
























No fault detected 
Faulty Case 2 
Table 6.XXVm. 'Combined' FDI Scheme Results for slcfl for the Fault Scenario 8. 
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Figure 6.29. Health Status Signal for PPT3/ PPT4 (Fault Scenario 8). 
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Figure 6.30. Misclassification of Pulses Generated by PPT4 (Fault Scenario 8). 
6.4. Confusion Matrix Results for the Integrated FDI Scheme 
The performance of our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme is studied using the Confusion Matrix 
as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.4. Table 6.XXIX contains the results for the four Confusion 























































Table 6.XXIX. Confusion Matrix for the Integrated FDI Scheme. 
Similar to the evaluation that was performed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4, in case of our 
proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme we can calculate the corresponding six performance 
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parameters. Table 6.XXX provides the results that are obtained in this chapter that are compared 
with the results that are obtained in Chapter 4. 
"Low Level" FDI Scheme "Integrated" FDI Scheme 
Performance Results Performance Results 
Accuracy 88.89 [%] 99.79 [%] 
True Healthy 96.09 [%] 99.39 [%] 
False Healthy 42.37 [%] 0.03 [%] 
True Faulty 57.63 [%] 99.97 [%] 
False Faulty 3.90 [%] 0.61 [%] 
Precision 66.67 [%] 99.94 [%] 
Table 6.XXX. Performance Results for Our Proposed "Low Level" and "Integrated" FDI Schemes. 
6.5. Conclusions 
In this chapter, the strengths and weaknesses of the FDI schemes that were proposed in Chapters 
4 and 5 are presented. The "High Level" FDI scheme (i.e. the FDI scheme proposed in Chapter 5) 
detects behavioral deviations in the relative attitudes of the followers spacecraft in a formation 
flying system. Meanwhile, the "Low Level" FDI scheme (i.e. the FDI scheme proposed in 
Chapter 4) detects abnormalities in the electromechanical behavior of the pulsed plasma thrusters. 
An "Integrated" FDI scheme can take advantages of the strengths of each scheme and at 
same time reduces their individual weaknesses. The "High Level" FDI scheme is used for 
detecting faults that affects the relative attitudes of the spacecraft and identifying in which of the 
three pairs of thrusters the faulty PPT is located. The "Low Level" FDI scheme is used for 
detecting which thruster is the faulty one and, more specifically, which generated pulse is faulty. 
Finally, the implementation of the Logic Threshold Selection Block allows the "Low Level" FDI 
scheme to use different threshold values (i.e. Upper and Lower Thresholds) and therefore, 
improves its precision and accuracy levels. 
To demonstrate the capabilities of the "Integrated" FDI scheme, various fault scenarios (i.e. 
eight fault scenarios) were simulated and the performance of the proposed FDI scheme was 
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evaluated. The results shown above demonstrate a significant improvement in the performance of 
the "Integrated" FDI scheme when compared to the "Low Level" FDI scheme. Our proposed 
approach exhibits a great level of accuracy as well as precision. Furthermore, the 
misclassification rate as expressed as False Healthy and False Faulty parameters is quite 
negligible. In addition to these important improvements, our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme 




Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis, the problem of Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) for satellite systems is 
investigated. The importance and necessity of a reliable FDI scheme for safety critical systems is 
discussed and spacecraft's attitude control subsystem (ACS) is considered as the focus of design 
and analysis. Formation flying systems is introduced where FDI schemes have not been 
extensively developed in the literature for this type of systems. An integrated FDI scheme for 
detecting and isolating faulty actuators (i.e. pulsed plasma thrusters (PPT)) of the formation 
flying spacecraft has been proposed and its capabilities are studied. The proposed FDI scheme is 
composed of a two-level dynamic neural networks (DNN) which uses the relative attitude 
variables of the formation flying spacecraft for detecting the occurrence of a fault and then uses 
the electrical variables of the PPTs for identifying the faulty PPT. The generated pulses that are 
faulty do provide information if the fault increases or decreases the amount of thrust produced by 
the actuator. 
In Chapter 2, FDI systems that are developed in the literature for dynamical systems are 
reviewed. The set of desirable characteristic of an ideal FDI system is provided and the 
classification of different FDI techniques into model-based and history-based approaches is 
presented. Development of FDI systems for spacecraft with a special interest in unmanned 
formation flying spacecraft and their attitude control subsystems (ACS) are addressed. Two FDI 
approaches, namely model-based and history-based approaches are presented as examples of the 
actual level of development of FDI schemes for spacecraft systems. Finally, FDI systems for 
actuators in the ACS of spacecraft in formation flying missions are presented. 
In Chapter 3, the concepts of coordinates systems and attitude representation techniques are 
defined and explained. The equations of motion that describe the rotational dynamics of a 
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spacecraft are presented and the concept of formation flying spacecraft is introduced. Formation 
flying control architectures and formation flying control laws are also provided and the design of 
the formation flying control law (i.e. the quaternion error vector command law for a formation of 
three spacecraft flying in a leader/follower architecture) are provided. The motivation for 
selecting the pulsed plasma thrusters (PPT) as the actuator of our formation flying spacecraft are 
presented and a dynamical model describing the PPT's electromechanical system and the PPT 
configuration (i.e. the so-called six-independent PPT configuration) are also provided. Finally, 
the dynamics of the formation flying and the PPT's electromechanical systems that are presented 
in this chapter are planned to be used to simulate the satellites' attitude maneuvers under normal 
and abnormal PPT's conditions. This has provided the required data for developing and testing 
our proposed FDI schemes. 
In Chapter 4, a dynamic neural network-based fault detection and isolation scheme is 
developed to autonomously detect faults in a PPT actuator of a spacecraft. This scheme requires 
data from the electrical circuit of the thrusters thus avoiding a need for direct measurement of the 
thrust. Based on the simulation results presented it can be concluded that the proposed FDI 
scheme is not sufficiently capable of correctly classifying all of the faulty pulses that are 
generated during the experimental operations. The utilization of a fixed Threshold has resulted in 
inadequate capability for detecting faults under the three different faulty scenarios. Using a 
Confusion Matrix evaluation criteria we have demonstrated a high level of accuracy but the 
precision level is below expectations. Furthermore, the data set presented to the proposed scheme 
requires a sampling time of the order of milliseconds. For on-line fault diagnosis proposes, this 
amount of computational load may not be acceptable. 
In Chapter 5, an alternative dynamic neural network-based fault detection and isolation 
scheme is developed to detect faults in the actuators of a follower spacecraft in a formation flying 
mission. This FDI scheme requires data from the attitude control subsystem of the follower 
spacecraft. According to the simulation results, one can conclude that the proposed scheme does 
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not require exhaustive computational load for detecting the presence of faults in the set of 
actuators, however for isolation purposes it does not work properly. Another characteristic of this 
approach is that the health monitoring analysis must be performed after the termination of the 
mission, implying that the fault detection cannot be performed in real-time. 
In Chapter 6, the strengths and weaknesses of the "High Level" FDI scheme (i.e. the FDI 
scheme proposed in Chapter 5) and the "Low Level" FDI scheme (i.e. the FDI scheme proposed 
in Chapter 4) are discussed. An "Integrated" FDI scheme capable of taking advantages of the 
strengths of each scheme and at same time reducing their individual weaknesses is proposed. The 
"High Level" FDI scheme is used for detecting faults and for identifying in which of the three 
pairs of thrusters the faulty PPT is located. The "Low Level" FDI scheme is used for detecting 
which thruster is the faulty one and, more specifically, which generated pulse is faulty and the 
Logic Threshold Selection Block that is proposed allows the "Low Level" FDI scheme to use 
different threshold values to improve its precision and accuracy levels. Various fault scenarios 
were simulated and the performance of the proposed FDI scheme was evaluated and compared to 
the "Low Level" FDI scheme. Finally, our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme exhibited a great 
level of accuracy as well as precision, meanwhile the misclassification rate of the False Healthy 
and the False Faulty parameters were quite insignificant. In addition to these important 
improvements, our proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme provides additional information that are 
related to the effects of the faults in the thrust production levels. 
The proposed "Integrated" FDI scheme contains four dynamic neural networks, three in the 
first stage of detection and one in the second stage, which has to be implemented in each follower 
spacecraft. This approach does not require implementation of additional sensors, because it uses 
the data already used for other subsystems (e.g.: electrical variables and relative attitude 
variables). This FDI scheme proves to be a reliable health monitoring tool. The results obtained 
show high levels of accuracy (99.79%) and precision (99.94%) and the misclassification rate of 
the False Healthy (0.03%) and the False Faulty (0.61%) parameters are quite negliable. The 
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"Integrated" FDI scheme is also capable of detecting if the fault produces an increase or decrease 
in the amount of thrust generated by the faulty actuator. 
7.2 Thesis Contributions 
The contributions of the work developed in this thesis are detailed as follows: 
• A novel Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) scheme for Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPTs) of the 
Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) of formation flying satellites has been proposed and tested. 
By means of four Dynamic Neural Networks (DNN) the proposed FDI scheme is capable of 
detecting and isolating faults of the actuators (i.e. PPTs) which affect the precision of the 
formation flying attitudes. 
• The results obtained show high levels of accuracy (99.79%) and precision (99.94%) and the 
misclassification rate of the False Healthy (0.03%) and the False Faulty (0.61%) parameters 
are quite negligible. Therefore, the applicability of the DNN technique for solving fault 
diagnosis problems in highly complex nonlinear systems such as formation flying systems has 
been demonstrated. 
• Although there are a number of results in the literature on fault diagnostic of the standard 
attitude control actuators (e.g. reaction wheels), the development of fault diagnostic systems 
for Pulsed Plasma Thrusters is not covered in the literature. Since the force generated by this 
actuators cannot be measured and due to the lack of precise mathematical models, the 
development of fault diagnostic system for PPTs is not a trivial work. In this thesis, we 
demonstrate that our proposed FDI scheme is a not computationally intensive and is a reliable 
tool for detecting and isolating faulty PPTs. 
• Formation Flying missions are starting to gain popularity due to the advantages that are 
offered by these systems. A significant reduction in the amount of hours spent by the ground 
station personnel can be reached by implementing our proposed DNN-based FDI schemes. 
Therefore the cost of the mission can be significantly reduced. 
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7.3 Future Work 
Based on the results obtained in this thesis, the suggested future work can be focused on the 
following areas: analysis for multiple fault scenarios (i.e. two or more faults affecting the same 
actuator or two or more actuators affected by faults concurrently) and the development of fault 
tolerant controllers or fault recovery systems which would allow the formation of spacecraft 
fulfills the mission objectives despite the presence of faults. 
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